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Membranes for Olefin Separations
Abstract
Polymer grade propylene (99.5wt% propylene, 0.5wt% propane) is in high demand because it is used to
produce polypropylene, which is used in many industry applications. Polymer grade propylene can be
purified either from chemical grade propylene (93wt% propylene, 7wt% propane) produced by a steam
cracker reactor or from refinery grade (35wt% propylene, 65wt% propane) propylene produced from a
propane dehydrogenation reactor. The conventional distillation separation processes is expensive and
energy intensive. This report attempts to explore membrane-only and hybrid systems as possible
alternative paths to achieving the desired product purities.
A separations process incorporating a membrane presents a unique opportunity for our company to
penetrate the market for olefin separations. Possible membrane separation processes include a
membrane-only separation process and a hybrid system, the latter consisting of both membranes and
distillation columns. The costs and benefits of each process were analyzed to determine the price of the
membrane that would make a membrane separation process competitive. More specifically, the
conventional distillation processes were examined as base cases to establish the target internal rate of
return. Then the price of membrane that would yield the same IRR as the conventional distillation process
was calculated for both membrane only and hybrid processes in each of the three cases below. For each
of the three cases below, the conventional distillation separation process was established as the base
case while the membrane only separation process and the hybrid system were explored as alternatives.
The cases below represent the feed and product combinations desired for the various separation
processes that were explored.

• Case A: Chemical grade (93%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the chemical
grade propylene feed coming from a steam cracker
• Case B: Refinery grade (35%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the refinery grade
propylene feed coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
• Case C: Refinery grade (35%) to chemical grade (93.0%) propylene, with the refinery grade
propylene feed coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
After examining the three cases, the hybrid system was not considered a viable option for separation in
case B and case C. The price of the membrane is obtained when the IRR of the membrane only and/or
hybrid process are equal to that of conventional distillation. The price of the membrane was determined
to be in the price range of $47-52/m2. This price was capped at the lowest membrane price calculated for
any process ($52), for reasons explained in detail in the Conclusion. However, the membrane product
must be priced lower than $52, because the IRR of a membrane process must be higher than that of
conventional distillation in order to give our clients a compelling enough reason to adopt our membrane
technology.

This working paper is available at ScholarlyCommons: https://repository.upenn.edu/cbe_sdr/33

Professor Leonard Fabiano
Dr. Matthew Lazzara
University of Pennsylvania
Department of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering
220 South 33rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Dear Professor Fabiano and Dr. Lazzara,
Olefin separations are conventionally performed by petrochemical companies through
distillation, however, the process incurs high energy costs. Our team saw a market opportunity
to apply our membrane technology to the separation of olefins, because we saw the potential in
membranes to reduce costs. In mid-December, we began studying the distillation only process,
membrane only process, and hybrid system of distillation and membrane for propylene/propane
separations. Each process was designed to produce polymer grade or chemical grade propylene
from two different feed compositions.
The goal of our project was to price our company’s membrane such that a membrane system or
hybrid system would be more attractive to our potential clients than conventional distillation for
olefin separations. To accomplish this goal, our team modeled propylene/propane separations
with distillation, membrane, and hybrid processes using Aspen Plus. This price range of our
membrane product was determined to be $47-52/m2, the highest price range at which the
membrane system and hybrid system exceeds the IRR of conventional distillation for the three
cases with different feed and product purities.
Sincerely,
Diya Li

Paul Mwasame

Earnest Long

Sheetal Rajagopal
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Abstract
Polymer grade propylene (99.5wt% propylene, 0.5wt% propane) is in high demand
because it is used to produce polypropylene, which is used in many industry applications.
Polymer grade propylene can be purified either from chemical grade propylene (93wt%
propylene, 7wt% propane) produced by a steam cracker reactor or from refinery grade (35wt%
propylene, 65wt% propane) propylene produced from a propane dehydrogenation reactor. The
conventional distillation separation processes is expensive and energy intensive. This report
attempts to explore membrane-only and hybrid systems as possible alternative paths to achieving
the desired product purities.
A separations process incorporating a membrane presents a unique opportunity for our
company to penetrate the market for olefin separations. Possible membrane separation processes
include a membrane-only separation process and a hybrid system, the latter consisting of both
membranes and distillation columns. The costs and benefits of each process were analyzed to
determine the price of the membrane that would make a membrane separation process
competitive. More specifically, the conventional distillation processes were examined as base
cases to establish the target internal rate of return. Then the price of membrane that would yield
the same IRR as the conventional distillation process was calculated for both membrane only and
hybrid processes in each of the three cases below. For each of the three cases below, the
conventional distillation separation process was established as the base case while the membrane
only separation process and the hybrid system were explored as alternatives.
The cases below represent the feed and product combinations desired for the various
separation processes that were explored.
Case A: Chemical grade (93%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the chemical
grade propylene feed coming from a steam cracker
Case B: Refinery grade (35%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the refinery
grade propylene feed coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
Case C: Refinery grade (35%) to chemical grade (93.0%) propylene, with the refinery
grade propylene feed coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
5

After examining the three cases, the hybrid system was not considered a viable option for
separation in case B and case C. The price of the membrane is obtained when the IRR of the
membrane only and/or hybrid process are equal to that of conventional distillation. The price of
the membrane was determined to be in the price range of $47-52/m2. This price was capped at
the lowest membrane price calculated for any process ($52), for reasons explained in detail in the
Conclusion. However, the membrane product must be priced lower than $52, because the IRR of
a membrane process must be higher than that of conventional distillation in order to give our
clients a compelling enough reason to adopt our membrane technology.
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Introduction
Project Overview
Polymer grade propylene (99.5 wt% propylene, 0.5 wt% propane) is used to produce
polypropylene, a polymer that has a variety of applications in markets such as plastics, textiles,
and even the automotive industry. The production of this material is a rapidly growing business.
Its demand is currently 70 million metric tons per year and is projected to increase by roughly
5% per year. In order to keep up with this demand, new processes based on existing technologies
must be explored. Currently, two main processes are used to produce propylene from propane:
steam cracking and propane dehydrogenation. Steam cracking produces 93wt% propylene and
7wt% propane, also known as chemical grade propylene. The propane dehydrogenation process
produces 35% propylene and 65wt% propylene, known as refinery grade propylene. In both
cases, further purification is needed to reach the desired purity of polymer grade propylene.
Distillation is the conventional process used to achieve 99.5% polymer grade propylene,
and it is currently being used by most of the petrochemical companies who are our potential
clients. Because a propane-propylene system is a relatively ideal mixture, the distillation
columns used for these types of separations, known as C-3 splitters, are characterized by
enormous energy requirements and capital costs.

Our company’s membrane technology

introduces a potentially new way to accomplish this purification. Membranes for the separation
of hydrocarbons present particularly compelling alternatives, due to their versatility and
anticipated energy-efficiency.
Membrane processes hold great potential to reduce the capital and energy costs
associated with this separation making the membrane market a viable option to examine. The
design team was allocated the role of a company that is the major producer of membranes used
in water purification, natural gas purification and carbon-dioxide removal. A hollow fiber
polyimide membrane will be used in the separation process with the selectivity and permeance
that are determined by the operating temperature. The goal of this project is to price the
membrane so that the new membrane technology manufactured by our company is competitive
with conventional distillation, and therefore attractive to our potential clients.
7

Project Requirements
The design team was presented with two feed condition options. The first feed is the
product stream of a steam cracker reactor, and it has a flow rate of 600 thousand metric tons per
year with a composition of 93wt% propylene and 7wt% propane (chemical grade propylene).
The second feed is the product stream of the propane dehydrogenation process. This stream has a
flow rate with a composition of 35wt% propylene and 65wt% propane (refinery grade propane),
Five hundred thousand metric tons per year of purified polymer grade propylene is the specified
product flow rate when the feed to the separation process is refinery grade propylene.
The products were expected to have two compositions, depending on the feed to the
separation process. In the case of the chemical grade propylene feed from the steam cracker to
the C-3 splitter, the goal was to attain an enrichment of 99.5wt% propylene (polymer grade
propylene). With a refinery grade propylene feed from the propane dehydrogenation process to
the C-3 splitter, two product specifications were desired. One desired product was chemical
grade propylene enriched from refinery grade propane, and the second product was polymer
grade propylene enriched from the refinery grade propane.
The Design Challenge
The design challenge is as follows:
1.

Design a conventional distillation process for the refinery grade and chemical
grade propylene. The refinery grade propane is to be enriched to both chemical
and polymer grade while the chemical grade propylene is to be enriched to
polymer grade. These represent the existing technology*.

*Because the design and operation of the steam cracker and propane dehydrogenation reactors are beyond
the scope of this project, they will not be included in the modeling or economic analysis. These costs are
assumed to be similar enough for each case that their exclusion will not affect the conclusions found by
comparing these cases.)

2.

Design a membrane-only process for the two feeds described above to produce

chemical and polymer grade propylene. This represents the new technology.
3.

Explore the possibility of the hybrid alternative as an alternative setup.

4.

Decide on a price to charge ($/m2) in order to make this an attractive option for the

end user.
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5.

Explore the possibility of the hybrid alternative as an alternative setup to be used in

capacity debottlenecking. This represents retrofitting.

Summary of Processes
For the purposes of discussion in this report, three cases were defined depending on the
feed to the separations unit block and the desired product composition These are listed below as
case A, case B and case C. For each case, three possible separation processes are considered: the
conventional distillation column (C-3 splitter) separation, the membrane-only separation, and the
hybrid system separation process. Figures 1 and 2 present the separation schemes in the
following pages.
Case A) Chemical grade (93%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the chemical
grade propylene feed coming from a steam cracker
Process A1) Distillation Column/C-3 Splitter Only
Process A2) Membrane Only
Process A3) Hybrid System (Distillation Column and Membrane)
Case B) Refinery grade (35%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the refinery
grade propylene feed coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
Process B1) Distillation Column/C-3 Splitter Only
Process B2) Membrane Only
Process B3) Hybrid System (Distillation Column and Membrane)
Case C) Refinery grade (35%) to chemical grade (93.0%) propylene, with the refinery
grade propylene feed coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
Process C1) Distillation Column/C-3 Splitter Only
Process C2) Membrane Only
Process C3) Hybrid System (Distillation Column and Membrane)
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Processes B3 and C3 (the hybrid systems for cases B and C) were shown to not be
economically viable due a lack of energy savings between conventional distillation and the
hybrid system. Furthermore, an additional cost of the membrane contributed to a higher cost for
the hybrid system. A detailed explanation of the hybrid system, particularly why processes B3
and C3 are not viable, is given in the Profitability section. Since the processes B3 and C3 were
not considered to be competing processes, the same information is not included in this report as
is for the competing processes (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, C1, C2). More specifically, only the Unit
Specification Sheets and Unit Descriptions are not given for processes B3 and C3.

CHEMICAL GRADE PROPYLENE (FROM STEAM CRACKER)
PROCESS SCENARIOS
Process A1:
C-3 Splitter
Chemical grade
propylene

Case A

600,000
tonnes/yr
93wt% propylene
07wt% propane

Process A2:
Membrane
only

Polymer grade
propylene
99.5wt%
propylene
0.5wt% propane

Process A3:
Hybrid
system
Figure 1: Case A: Chemical grade (93%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene

In this case, the chemical grade propylene is enriched to polymer grade propylene. In this
case, the propane-rich product has a fuel value. The goal is to obtain the highest recovery for
reasonable or comparable energy intensity as that is the C-3 splitter. The primary consideration
to drive profitability in this process is the recovery of propylene as well as the price margin of
the finished product over the feed.
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REFINERY GRADE PROPYLENE (FROM PROPANE DEHYDROGENATION)
PROCESS SCENARIOS
Process B1/C1:
C-3 Splitter

Case B
Polymer grade
propylene
99.5wt% propylene
0.5wt% propane

Propane
dehydrogenation feed
35wt% propylene
65wt% propane

Process B2/C2:
Membrane

Case C
Chemical grade
propylene
93wt% propylene
07wt% propane

Process B3/C3:
Hybrid
Figure 2: Case B: Refinery grade (35%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene
Case C: Refinery grade (35%) to chemical grade (93%) propylene.

In these cases, the refinery grade propane is enriched to both polymer grade and chemical
grade propylene. The propane-rich product streams in this case are recycled back to the propane
dehydrogenation reactor vessel. The product specification is 500,000 tonnes/year of propane
hence the feed to the separation units is determined by the design group based on a logical choice
of a recycle stream mass flow rate. This change was made by the consultant after the initial
project descriptions were given out.
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Technology –Readiness Assessment
Innovation Map

INNOVATION MAP
CUSTOMER VALUE
PROPOSITION

PRODUCTS

TECHNICAL
DIFFERENTIATION

MATERIAL
TECHNOLOGY

Energy
Efficient

Environmentally
Friendly

Chemical Grade
Propylene

Separation by
C3 Splitter

Propane

Low
Cost

Small
Size

Polymer Grade
Propylene

Separation by
membrane

Separation by
hybrid system

Propylene
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Concept Stage
Market and Competitive Analyses
The demand for polymer grade propylene (99.5%) is nearly 70 million tonnes per year
and this demand is growing at 5% per year. Currently, petrochemical facilities produce polymergrade and chemical-grade propylene use distillation columns, C3-splitters, to separate the
propylene from propane. There is a large market opportunity for a process that separates
propylene from propane at a lower energy requirement and lower cost than the conventional
distillation column.

Our objective is to analyze the market entry price at which the new

membrane technology manufactured by our company would be attractive to our potential clients
when compared to conventional distillation.

Customer Requirements
We considered the fitness-to-standard (FTS) and new-unique-difficult (NUD) customer
requirements when designing our processes to produce chemical grade and polymer grade
propylene. The FTS requirements that must be met are low energy, low cost, environmentally
friendly, and product requirements. The product requirements are mainly liquid phase and the
desired purities. The purity of polymer grade propylene product must be 99.5%, and the purity
of chemical grade propylene product must be 93%. The NUD requirement for this process
design is lower energy and lower cost through the innovative use of membrane technology.
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Process Flowsheets
Case A: Chemical grade propylene to polymer grade propylene
Process A1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column)
CN-102(A)

RA-102(A)

S-102(A2)

S-102(A1)

PR-102(A/B)

S-12(A)
S-11(A)

DC-102(A1)

DC-102(A2)

R-102(A)

S-13(A)

PB-102(A/B)

CN-102(B)

RA-102(B)

S-102(B2)

S-102(B1)

PR-102(C/D)

S-12(B)
S-11(B)

DC-102(B1)

DC-102(B2)

R-102(B)

PB-102(C/D)

S-13(B)
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Process A2: Membrane Only Process
S-24
S-17

S-19

S-18
CM-200
HX-201

S-14

S-15

S-16

M-200

S-22

S-23

HX-200
CM-201

HX-202

S-20

M-201

S-21
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Process A3: Hybrid System
S-46

S-44
CN-500

S-47
RA-500

S-48

CM-500

S-500(A)

HX-500

S-500(B)

PR-500(A/B)

M-500
S-43

D-500(B)

D-500(A)

R-500

S-45

PB-500(A/B)

CM-501

S-51

S-49

S-50

HX-501
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Case B: Refinery grade propylene to polymer grade propylene
Process B1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column)
CN-101(A)

RA-101(A)

S-101(A2)
PR-101(A/B)

S-101(A1)
S-8(A)

S-9(A)
DC-101(A2)

DC-101(A1)

RC-101

S-6

S-7

R-101(A)
CN-101(B)
PB-101(A/B)

RA-101(B)

S-10(A)
S-101(B2)
PR-101(C/D)

S-101(B1)

S-9(B)
DC-101(B2)

DC-101(B1)

S-8(B)

R-101(B)

S-10(B)

PB-101(C/D)
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Process B2: Membrane Only Process
S-28

S-25

S-26

S-31

CM-300

M-300

S-29

S-34

CM-301

M-301

S-32

CM-302

M-302

S-35

HX-300

S-27

S-30

S-33

S-36
HX-301
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Process B3: Hybrid System
S-62(A)
CN-700(A)

RA-700(A)

S-700(A2)
S-64
S-700(A1)

PR-700(A/B)

DC-700(A1)

DC-700(A2)

S-65

S-66

CM-700

S-69(A)

HX-700

R-700(A)

S-61(A)

M-700

S-62

S-62(B)
S-63(A)

PB-700(A/B)

CN-700(B)

RC-700

RA-700(B)

S-700(B2)

S-61(B)

S-700(B1)

PR-700(C/D)

S-67
CM-701

DC-700(B1)

DC-700(B2)

S-69(B)

S-68

R-700(B)

S-63(B)

PB-700(C/D)
HX-701

S-69
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Case C: Refinery grade propylene to chemical grade propylene
Process C1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column)
CN-100(A)

RA-100(A)

S-100(A2)
S-100(A1)

PR-100(A/B)

S-4(A)
S-3(A)

DC-100(A1)

DC-100(A2)

RC-100

S-1

S-2

CN-100(B)
R-100(A)

RA-100(B)

PB-100(A/B)

S-5(A)

S-100(B2)
S-100(B1)

PR-100(C/D)

S-4(B)
DC-100(B1)

DC-100(B2)

S-3(B)

R-100(B)

S-5(B)

PB-100(C/D)
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Process C2: Membrane Only Process
S-38

S-40

S-39
CM-400
HX-401

S-36

S-37

M-400

HX-400

S-41
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Process C3: Hybrid System
S-53(A)
CN-600(A)
HX-600(A)

RA-600(A)

S-600(A2)
S-56
S-600(A1)

PR-600(A/B)

DC-600(A1)

DC-600(A2)

S-57

S-58

CM-600

S-60(A)
S-54(A)

HX-601

R-600(A)

S-52(A)

M-600

S-54
S-55(A)

PB-600(A/B)

S-53(B)

S-54(B)

CN-600(B)

RC-600

HX-600(B)

RA-600(B)

S-52(B)

S-600(B2)

S-600(B1)

PR-600(C/D)

S-59
CM-601

DC-600(B1)

DC-600(B2)

S-60(B)

R-600(B)

S-55(B)

PB-600(C/D)

S-60
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Material Balances
Case A: Chemical grade propylene to polymer grade propylene
Process A1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column)
Stream Number
S-11A S-11B S-102(A1) S-102(B1) S-102(A2) S-102(B2) S-12A S-12B S-13A S-13B
75,500 75,500 724,350
724,350
653,900
653,900 70,430 70,430 5070
5070
Total flow rate
(vapor)
(vapor)
All are liquid except when specified
Component Flow Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

70,215 70,215
5,285 5,285
93%
7%
80
290

93%
7%
80
290

683,786
40,564

683,786
40,564

612,704
41,196

612,704
41,196

94.4%
5.6%
114
271

94.4%
5.6%
114
271

93.7%
6.3%
114
271

93.7%
6.3%
114
271

70,078 70,078
352
352

4923
147

99.5%
0.5%
110
262

2.9% 2.9%
97.1% 97.1%
130
130
280
280

99.5%
0.5%
110
262

4923
147

Process A2: Membrane Only
Stream Number
Component Flow
Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

S-14

S-15

S-16

S-17

S-18

S-19

S-20

S-22

S-23

S-21

S-24

140,430
10,570

159,558
11,642

159,558
11,642

137,997
693

137,997
693

137,997
693

21,166
11,347

19,111
1,091

19,111
1,091

2,462
9,849

19,111
1,091

93%
7%
80
290

93.2%
6.8%
91
200

93.2%
6.8%
104
237

99.5%
0.5%
55
20

99.5%
0.5%
286
210

99.5%
0.5%
94
209

65.1%
34.9%
104
225

94.6%
5.4%
80
25

94.6%
5.4%
285
200

20%
80%
104
180

94.6%
5.4%
110
200
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Process A3: Hybrid System
Distillation column
Stream Number
Total flow rate (lb/hr):
All are liquid except when specified
Component Flow Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

S-43
151001

S-44
147862
(vapor)

S-45
25619

S-500A
267,900
(vapor)

S-500B
415,700

140,431
10,570

142,696
8,305

15,704
9,915

249,147
18,753

413,622
2079

93%
7%

94.5%
5.5%

61.3%
38.7%

93%
7%

94%
6%

80
290

96
215

100
215

96
215

96
215

Membrane
Stream Number
Total flow rate (lb/hr)
All are liquid except when specified
Component Flow Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

S-46
125,383

S-47
125,383

S-48
125,383

S-49
22,480

S-50
22,480

S-51
22,480

124,756
627

124,756
627

124,756
627

14,994
7,486

14,994
7,486

14,994
7,486

Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

99.5%
0.5%

99.5%
0.5%

99.5%
0.5%

66.7%
33.3%

66.7%
33.3%

66.7%
33.3%

Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

56
35

244
230

99
225

87
175

141
290

123
288
24

Case B: Refinery grade propylene to polymer grade propylene
Process B1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column)
Stream Number
Total flow rate
All are liquid except
when specified

S-6
125,830

S-7
1,749,130

S-8A
792,753

S-8B
792,753

S-101A1
1,441,450
(vapor)

S-101B1
1,441,450
(vapor)

S-101A2
1,378,550

S-101B2
1,378,550

S-9A
62,915

S-9B
62,915

Component Flow Rates
(lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

0
125,830

277,463
515,289

277,463
515,289

885,050
556,400

885,050
556,400

832,664
545,906

832,664
545,906

62,600
315

62,600
315

Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

0%
100%
*
*

35%
65%
150
465

35%
65%
150
465

61.4%
38.6%
118
272

61.4%
38.6%
118
272

60.4%
39.6%
118
272

60.4%
39.6%
118
272

99.5%
0.5%
111
265

99.5%
0.5%
111
265

*
*

Asterisk indicates that the temperature and pressure are unknown for this stream, because only the distillation process was explored in this project. Refer to Introduction.

Stream Number
Total flow rate
All are liquid except
when specified
Component Flow Rates
(lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

S-10A
811,650

S-10B
811,650

324,660
486,990

324,660
486,990

30%
70%
126
280

30%
70%
126
280
25

Process B2: Membrane Only
Stream Number
Component Flow
Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

S-25

S-26

S-28

S-27

S-29

S-31

S-30

S-32

S-34

612,185
612,185 130,281 482,400 130,281 128,368 7,806 128,368 125,075
1,136,920 1,136,920 10,869 1,125,600 10,869
3,022 1,952 3,022
755

S-33

3,313
2,246

S-35

S-36

125,075 125,075
755
755

35%
65%
150

35%
65%
175

92.3%
7.7%
95

30%
70%
175

92.3%
7.7%
296

97.7%
2.3%
150

20%
80%
296

97.7%
2.3%
398

99.5%
0.5%
150

59.6%
40.4%
398

99.5%
0.5%
401

99.5%
0.5%
101

465

485

35

460

260

20

255

230

20

225

235

230

26

Process B3: Hybrid System
Distillation column
Stream Number
Total flow rate (lb/hr):
All are liquid except when specified

S-61
1,749,101

S-62
343,504
(vapor)

S-63
1,623,309

S-700A
2,813,878

S-700B
2,938,585

Component Flow Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

612,185
1,136,916

309,154
34,350

486,993
1,136,316

1,463,220
1,350,660

1,586,840
1,351,750

Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

35%
65%

90.0%
10.0%

30.0%
70.0%

52%
48%

54%
46%

Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

150
465

117
277

125
277

121
277

121
277

Membrane
Stream Number
Total flow rate (lb/hr)
All are liquid except when specified
Component Flow Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

S-64
125,792

S-65
125,792

S-66
125,792

S-67
217,712

S-68
217,712

S-69
217,712

125,163
629

125,163
629

125,163
629

183,967
33,745

183,967
33,745

183,967
33,745

Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

99.5%
0.5%

99.5%
0.5%

99.5%
0.5%

84.5%
15.5%

84.5%
15.5%

84.5%
15.5%

Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

64
35

252
230

99
225

108
240

124
276

116
271
27

Case C: Refinery grade propylene to chemical grade propylene
Process C1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column)
Stream Number
Total flow rate
All are liquid except
when specified

S-1
125,830

S-2
1,585,530

S-3A
792,753

S-3B
792,753

S-100A1
1,303,400
(vapor)

S-100B1
1,303,400
(vapor)

S-100A2 S-100B2
1,240,500 1,240,500

Component Flow
Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

0
125,830

437,910
1,147,620

277,463
515,289

277,463
515,289

604,778
698,622

604,778
698,622

530,934
709,566

Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

0%
100%
*
*

28.6%
72.4%
*
*

35%
65%
150
465

35%
65%
150
465

46.4%
53.6%
120
270

46.4%
53.6%
120
270

42.8%
57.2%
120
270

S-4A
62,915

S-4B
62,915

530,934
709,566

58,511
4,404

58,511
4,404

42.8%
57.2%
120
270

93%
7%
112
265

93%
7%
112
265

Asterisk indicates that the temperature and pressure are unknown for this stream, because only the distillation process was explored in this project. Refer to
Introduction.

Stream Number
Total flow rate
All are liquid except
when specified
Component Flow
Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

S-5A
729,850

S-5B
729,850

218,955
510,895

218,955
510,895

30%
70%
124
275

30%
70%
124
275
28

Process C2: Membrane Only
Stream Number
Aspen stream title
Component Flow Rates
(lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE
Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

S-36
feed

S-37
hotfeed

S-38
permeate

S-39
liqdist

S-40
propylen

S-41
retentat

554,925
1,030,580

554,925
1,030,580

117,022
8,808

117,022
8,808

117,022
8,808

437,910
1,021,790

35%
65%
150
465

35%
65%
212
450

93%
7%
151
35

93%
7%
343
230

93%
7%
100
225

30%
70%
210
435
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Process C3: Hybrid System
Distillation column
Stream Number
Total flow rate (lb/hr):
All are liquid except when specified

S-52
1,585,516

S-53
131,580
(vapor)

S-54
131,580
(vapor)

S-55
1,459,696

S-600A
2,436,457

S-600B
2,567,283

Component Flow Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

554,931
1,030,585

118,422
13,158

118,422
13,158

437,909
1,021,787

1,047,680
1,388,780

1,180,950
1,386,440

Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

35%
65%

90.0%
10.0%

90.0%
10.0%

30.0%
70.0%

43%
57%

46%
54%

Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

150
465

117
277

212
272

125
277

123
277

123
277

Membrane
Stream Number
Total flow rate (lb/hr)
All are liquid except when specified
Component Flow Rates (lb/hr):
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

S-56
125,820

S-57
125,820

S-58
125,820

S-59
5,760

S-60
5,760

118,271
7,549

118,271
7,549

118,271
7,549

207
5,553

207
5,553

Mass Fractions:
PROPYLENE
PROPANE

94.0%
6.0%

94.0%
6.0%

94.0%
6.0%

3.6%
96.4%

3.6%
96.4%

Temperature (F)
Pressure (psia)

181
35

375
230

100
225

208
240

222
276
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Process Descriptions
Three processes were examined for the separation of propylene from propane:
distillation (the “Base Case”), membrane separation using several membrane units, and a hybrid
process consisting of a combination of distillation and membrane units. Each of these processes
differed significantly, and some processes were found to be more economically favorable than
others.

Distillation
First, distillation was considered as a means of separation. The separation itself occurs
in a unit commonly known as a C3 splitter, which has all of the features of a traditional
distillation column. Steam and cooling water were used as utilities for these processes.
After a feed is fed into a distillation column, there are two output or product streams
generated: a distillate stream (desired product) and bottoms stream (undesired product). For the
propane dehydrogenation process, a 93% or 99.5% by mass propylene distillate was desired. For
the stream cracker process, a 99.5% by mass propylene distillate stream was desired.
Unlike the steam cracker process, where the bottoms stream (S-13) is burned for fuel,
the bottoms product for the propane dehydrogenation case (S-5 and S-10) can be recycled back
to the reactor. Because the reactor is assumed to be a black box that generates an output of 35%
propylene (regardless of the input), only the distillation column was modeled. The flow rates of
the feed and bottoms product are determined by fixing the bottoms composition and performing
a material balance on the column.
Because the original distillation columns for the distillation-only process were too large
length-wise and width-wide to be structurally supported, we separated each distillation column
into 4 blocks: 2 strippers and 2 absorbers. This is reflected in the report.
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Membrane
Membrane Overview
Separation of hydrocarbon gases using membrane technology represents an attractive
energy-saving process. Various types of membranes have recently been developed to separate
propane and propylene. For example, a cellulosic membrane was employed by Ito and Huang for
separation [Ito, et al. 1989], but the selectivity was unfavorable with a value less than 4. Lee and
Hwang then developed a polyimide membrane with a higher selectivity value of approximately
10 [Lee, et al. 1992]. More studies have been done on the membrane to invent high selectivity
membrane, and it is discovered that selectivity obtained with carbonized membranes are
generally much higher than those of polymeric membranes. However, permeability and
selectivity of carbonized membranes require further refinements and improvements before they
can be used on a large industrial scale [Hayashi, et al. 1996].
Membrane Property
The membrane separation system uses a hollow-fiber membrane, and it is made from an
assembly of self-supporting fibers with dense separation layers, which causes a large surface
area, enhancing the efficiency of the separation. The self-supporting fiber is coated with BPDApp’ODA polyimide films, which are carbonized at an optimized temperature 700 °C to increase
selectivity [Hayashi, et al. 1996]. As shown in Figure 3, the hollow fiber membrane allows a
feed to be separated into two different product streams - the permeate (desired product) and the
retentate (undesired product), which is not possible with a traditional dead end membrane
[GRASYS JSC, 2004]. The driving force of the separation is the permeation of the membrane, which
is controlled by an activated diffusion mechanism. In this mechanism, the larger the size of a
permeating molecule, the higher the activation energy it has, and slower it permeates. The size of
the propane and the propylene molecule is 0.43 and 0.40 nm, respectively, so propylene are more
permeable than corresponding propane [Hayashi, et al. 1996].
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retentate

Feed

permeate
Figure 3: membrane schematic of Propane/Propylene separation. The yellow sphere is a propylene molecule, and the
blue sphere is a propane molecule [GRASYS JSC, 2004].

Membrane Selectivity and Permeability
The membrane modeled in this project has three options of selectivity and propylene
permeance pairs (shown in Table 1) according to the project specifications [Hayashi, et al.
1996]. Here, the selectivity is used to compare the separating capacity of a membrane for
propane and propylene. The membrane selectivity for propylene over propane is given by the
ratio of their permeabilities (Equation 1). The permeance determines the molar flux of propylene
across the membrane as a function of the pressure drop across the membrane (Equation 2).
Table 1: Membrane Data [Hayashi, et al. 1996]
Temperature (C)

Selectivity (propylene/propane)

Propylene permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)

100

33

2.9 x 10-9

65

38

1.5 x 10-9

35

46

7.9 x 10-10

There is a tradeoff between selectivity for propylene and propylene permeability. The
higher the selectivity, the more propylene can pass through the membrane into the permeate
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stream. However, the higher the selectivity, the lower the propylene permeability, means a
smaller flux of propylene passing through the membrane. There is an inverse relationship
between permeance and membrane surface area, so a lower permeance indicates a smaller
surface area requirement. Propylene permeance and membrane surface area are related by the
partial pressure drop of propylene as well as the propylene flow rate in the feed.
Pressure Drop Model
There are three possible models to describe partial pressure drop of propylene at the feed
and permeate sides. The first model, presented in Figure 4-A, assumes constant pressure for the
feed, the permeate and the retentate streams along the membrane. However, this ideal model is
too simple to describe the actual membrane separation process. Figure 4-C shows the third
model, where both retentate and permeate pressure decrease along with membrane length. The
third model describes the real situation, and the pressure drop can be obtained by logarithmically
averaging the partial pressures at the inlet and outlet of each side. However, the resulted equation
contains two logarithmic functions, which are too complicated for Aspen to solve. The second
model shown in Figure 4-B has the retentate pressure changes with membrane lengths, while the
permeate pressure stays constant. This model resulted in an equation with one logarithmic
function that can be used to determine propylene composition in the permeate stream (Equation
3). As a result, the second model is the best model to describe the partial pressure drop between
the feed and the permeate streams.
Pfeed

Pretentate

Pretentate

Pfeed

membrane

membrane

Ppermeate

Ppermeate

A

B

Pfeed
Pretentate

membrane

Ppermeate
C

Figure 4: Models for partial pressure drop between the feed and the permeate stream.
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Membrane Calculation
Figure 5 shows the schematic of the membrane separation, and the definition of each
symbol is listed in Table 2. The pressure drop equation can be obtained using the model
described in the previous section. Detailed calculations are listed below.
Permeate

\

Ff
ZA
Pf

Fp
YA
Pp

membrane

Feed

Retentate

Fr
XA
Pr

Figure 5: Membrane separation diagram.
Table 2: Symbol Definition
Propylene
Propane
Feed flow rate
Permeate flow rate
Retentate flow rate
Permeate propylene composition
Retentate propylene composition
Permeate pressure
Retentate pressure
Selectivity
Permeability of propylene
Permeability of propane

Symbol
A
B
Ff
Fp
Fr
YA
XA
Pp
Pr
S
PermA
PermB
Equation 1

Equation 2
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Equation 3

Plug equation 3 into equation 2 and rearrange as a function Fp = (XA, YA)
Equation A

Equation B

Do mass balance on the total flow rate and propylene:
Equation C
Equation D

Equate Equation A and B, we have:
Equation E

Where

Thus Equation E can be rewritten as a quadratic equation (Equation F) in YA, and the positive
root was the value that is meaningful.
=0

Equation F

With a value of XA, we know YA , hence we can solve Equation C and D.
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Equation G

Equation H
So the area of the membrane can be calculated using the following equation:
Equation I

Hybrid

Hybrid Overview
The last type of process that the team considered was the hybrid system. This consists of a
distillation column and membrane unit arranged in a configuration so as to reduce the energy
requirements of a distillation column when distilling mixtures that are energy intensive to
separate. A hybrid system can be used in a number of interesting ways. Some applications of
membrane-distillation hybrid systems include prefractionation, bulk gas cuts, azeotrope breaker,
vent recovery, desalination and capacity debottlenecking. A hybrid system can be arranged in
any number of ways depending on the intended goal: the feed can go into the membrane, then
into the column; or the membrane can come after the column and further purify a distillate
stream; or the membrane can purify the bottoms product, etc. There exist a nearly endless
number of (practical) combinations of membranes and columns. For this project, the simplest
hybrid systems were modeled and analyzed in order to determine the economic feasibility of the
hybrid system.
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Applicability to this problem
The separation of olefins in the propane-propylene systems is very energy intensive. This
is because propane and propylene are ideal mixers, and the two compounds have a relative
volatility that is very close to one as the mixture becomes more concentrated in either of the
components. The separation of the two mixtures is even more difficult (and more energy
intensive) under high pressure compared to low pressure. This is illustrated in figure 6. In a high
pressure column, the propane-propylene mixture becomes more problematic to separate at the
high propylene concentrations that are needed. The goal of designing a hybrid system is to offset
the additional costs of the membrane system with savings from reducing the energy consumption
of the distillation column. In general, the energy use of the column goes up steeply as the desired
propylene product purity increases.

Figure 6: The separation of the two mixtures under pressure.

Designs considered
A hybrid system was initially envisioned as an alternative approach to designing a better
separation system. The goal of incorporating a membrane is to reduce the energy consumption of
the overall system. Numerous variations of a hybrid system are conceivable but the design team
explored four main possible configurations for the hybrid system as shown in figure 7 below.
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D

Distillation column
(D)

Membrane (M)

M

Configuration (a)

Configuration (b)

M

D

M

D

Configuration (c)

Configuration (d)

Figure 7: Four main configurations for the hybrid system

Our analysis of designs a, b and c revealed that they were not feasible. Only design d was
considered for further investigation. The team first considered the relative volatility of the two
compounds was close to 1 at a composition of 0.9 wt% propylene. As a result, the team decided
that any hybrid system should involve using the membrane to do this difficult separation. The
column would only be used to perform the less energy intensive part of the separation.
In figure 7 configuration (a), the membrane is placed before the column. This design was
not considered further because simply providing an enriched feed to the column would still
relegate the most energy intensive separation to the distillation column. Configuration (b) was
not considered beyond this conceptual stage because it would involve an enormous area as the
bottoms feed stream is not propylene-rich. The membrane technology developed by our
company is selective for propylene; as a result, its performance is most effective when the feed
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contains a significant concentration of propylene. The bottoms stream from the column is
expected to be propane rich. As a result, this configuration was not considered any further.
Configuration (c) was deemed not to be feasible because of the enormous compression cost that
would be incurred to send a pressurized stream of gas back to the column. A significant draw off
would be required to make this a viable configuration. Consequently, the compression cost is
anticipated to be high because of the large vapor flows in the column which are on the order of
107. In addition since the electricity to be used to run the compressors is more expensive than
steam, the energy savings from this configuration are offset by the additional compression costs.
Configuration (d) remained as the only other viable alternative to pursue. The team
intended to pursue this configuration and consider a further refinement if the results from the
simulation suggested this was a more economical alternative.
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Utility Requirements
The unit operations that require electricity are the compressors (in membrane system)
and pumps (in distillation column system). Electricity is purchased from an outside utility
company at $0.06/kWh. The unit operations that require cooling water are the heat exchangers
and condensers (in distillation column system). Cooling water has a cost of $0.10/Mgal or
$0.01199/1000 lbs. The unit operations that require steam are the reboilers (in distillation
column system) and heaters (in membrane system). Low pressure steam is used at a cost of
$4/MMBTU.
Table 3: Process Electricity Consumption
Unit #
CM-200
CM-201
CM-300
CM-301
CM-302
CM-400
CM-500
CM-600
CM-700
PR-100A
PB-100A
PR-101A
PB-101A
PR-102A
PB-102A
PR-500A
PB-500A
PR-600A
PB-600A
PR-700A
PB-700A

Utility Amount (kW)
3557
469
3192
4162
4027
2953
2459
3107
2510.5
161
8.20
269
9.30
213
3.35
35.25
0.11
213
6.19
227
6.88

Price ($/kWh)
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06

Annual Cost ($/yr)
1,871,077.15
246,598.99
1,678,875.47
2,189,303.92
2,118,277.47
1,553,156.37
1,293,110.00
1,634,337.13
1,320,418.85
84,659.00
4,311.50
141,490.50
4,899.25
111,899.00
1,763.75
18,527.40
57.82
111,784.61
3,253.46
119,411.06
3,616.13
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Table 4: Process Cooling Water Consumption
Unit #
HX-201
HX-202
HX-301
HX-401
HX-500
HX-601
HX-701
HX-700
CN-100A
CN-100B
CN-101A
CN-101B
CN-102A
CN-102A
CN-500
CN-600
CN-700

Utility Amount (lb/hr)
1,570,552
82,245
1,759,121
1,576,027
1,259,302
1,682,019
1,390,495.17
1289907.74
7971463
7971463
8856242
8856242
4554151
4554151
1,815,467
14,613,975.3
15,611,196.2

Price ($/1000 lbs)
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199
0.01199

Annual Cost ($/yr)
165,071.87
8,644.37
184,891.25
165,647.30
132,358.06
176,787.53
146,147.07
135,574.90
837,835.30
837,835.30
930,829.50
930,829.50
478,661.00
478,661.00
190,813.45
1,535,992.19
1,640,804.43

Price ($/MMBTU)
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Annual Cost ($/yr)
776,555.50
6,115,411.26
7,251,801.12
4,995,709.00
4,995,709.00
5,593,586.00
5,593,586.00
3,243,165.00
3,243,165.00
2,015,599.36
9,631,005.04
11,169,206.60

Table 5: Process Low Pressure Steam Consumption
Unit #
HX-200
HX-300
HX-400
R-100A
R-100B
R-101A
R-101B
R-102A
R-102B
R-500
R-600
R-700

Utility Amount (lb/hr)
19,258
180,733
214,317
123890.5
123890.5
138717.5
138717.5
80428.5
80428.5
59,568
284,631
330,090.9
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Equipment List and Unit Descriptions
Compressors
Because pressure is the driving force for separation in membrane processes, compressors
are necessary for pressurizing the vapor feeds to the membranes. All compressors are made of
cast iron. Each compressor is isentropic and has an efficiency of 72%. The compressors are all
centrifugal compressors.

Process A2 – 93-99.5% Membrane Only
CM-200
CM-200 is the first compressor in the steam cracker membrane cascade. It compresses the
permeate stream (S-17) from the first membrane (M-200) so that it can be easily cooled and
liquefied. S-17 enters the compressor at 20 psia and 55 F and leaves as stream S-18 at 210 psia
and 286 F. This compressor consumes 4,771 hp and has a capacity of 14,830 cubic feet per
minute. Its bare module cost is $4,085,000.
CM-201
CM-201 is the second compressor in the steam cracker cascade. It compresses the
permeate stream (S-22) from the second membrane (M-201) so that it can be easily cooled and
liquefied. S-22 enters the compressor at 25 psia and 80 F and leaves as stream S-23 at 200 psia
and 285 F. This compressor consumes 629 hp and has a capacity of 1,802 cubic feet per minute.
Its bare module cost is $2,015,840.

Process B2 – 35-99.5% Membrane Only
CM-300
CM-300 is the first compressor in the propane dehydrogenation (99.5%) cascade. It
compresses the permeate stream (S-28) from the first membrane (M-300) so that it can be fed
into the second membrane (M-301) with enough pressure for the desired separation. S-28 enters
the compressor at 35 psia and 95 F and leaves as stream S-29 at 260 psia and 296 F. This
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compressor consumes 4,281 hp and has a capacity of 9,244 cubic feet per minute. Its bare
module cost is $2,779,090.
CM-301
CM-301 is the second compressor in the cascade. It compresses the permeate stream (S-31)
from the second membrane (M-301) so that it can be fed into the third membrane (M-302). S-31
enters the compressor at 20 psia and 150 F and leaves as stream S-32 at 230 psia and 398 F. This
compressor consumes 5,582 hp and has a capacity of 16,763 cubic feet per minute. Its bare
module cost is $2,777,585.
CM-302
This compressor is the last one in the cascade. It compresses the permeate stream (S-34)
from the third membrane (M-302) so that it can be cooled and liquefied by HX-301 into the final
product. S-34 enters the compressor at 20 psia and 150 F and leaves as stream S-35 at 235 psia
and 401 F. This compressor consumes 5,401 hp and has a capacity of 16,067 cubic feet per
minute. Its bare module cost is $2,691,800.

Process C2 – 35-93.0% Membrane Only
CM-400
CM-400 compresses the permeate stream (S-38) from the membrane (M-400) so that it
can be cooled and liquefied by HX-400 into the final product. S-38 enters the compressor at 35
psia and 151 F and leaves as stream S-39 at 230 psia and 343 F. This compressor consumes
3,960 hp and has a capacity of 9,151 cubic feet per minute. Its bare module cost is $3,969,760.

Process A3 – 93-99.5% Hybrid
CM-500
CM-500 compresses the permeate stream (S-46) from the membrane (M-500) so that it
can be cooled and liquefied by HX-500 into the final product. S-46 enters the compressor at 35
psia and 56 F and leaves as stream S-47 at 230 psia and 244 F. This compressor consumes 3,297
hp and has a capacity of 7,601 cubic feet per minute. Its bare module cost is $1,644,750.
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CM-501
CM-501 compresses the retentate stream (S-49) from the membrane (M-500) so that it
can be cooled and liquefied by HX-501 in order to be recycled back into the column. S-49 enters
the compressor at 175 psia and 87 F and leaves as stream S-50 at 290 psia and 141 F. This
compressor consumes 125 hp and has a capacity of 235 cubic feet per minute. Its bare module
cost is $2,778,015.

Condensers
Each condenser uses cooling water that enters at 85 F and leaves at 105 F. The minimum
approach temperature is 5 F. The material of construction for each condenser is carbon steel.
CN-100(A/B) (Attached to DC-100(A2/B2))
This floating head condenser functions as a total condenser. It operates at 264.7 psia so that
the vapor from the top stage can be condensed with cooling water. ASPEN IPE estimates a total
surface area of 168,770 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 148.72, and a heat duty
of 318.55 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The estimated bare
module cost for this condenser is $4,954,076.
CN-101(A/B) (Attached to DC-101(A2/B2))
CN-101 is a total floating head condenser. It operates at 264.7 psia so that cooling water can
be used. ASPEN IPE estimates a total surface area of 201,000 square feet, an overall heat
transfer coefficient of 148.72, and a heat duty of 353.77 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20
feet and makes two passes. ASPEN IPE estimates a bare module cost of $5,550,987.
CN-102(A/B) (Attached to DC-102(A2/B2))
CN-102 is a total floating head condenser. It operates at 262 psia so that cooling water
can be used. ASPEN IPE estimates a total surface area of 111,388 square feet, an overall heat
transfer coefficient of 148.72, and a heat duty of 181.53 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20
feet and makes two passes. ASPEN IPE estimates a bare module cost of $2,971,241.
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CN-500 (Attached to DC-500(A))
CN-500 is a partial floating head condenser. It operates at 215 psia so that cooling water
can be used. ASPEN IPE estimates a total surface area of 47,619 square feet, an overall heat
transfer coefficient of 148.72, and a heat duty of 36.18 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20
feet and makes two passes. ASPEN IPE estimates a bare module cost of $67,838.

Distillation Columns
The C3 Splitter is a distillation unit that separates propylene (the light component) from a
mixture of propylene and propane. The feed stage for the column was chosen to give the smallest
possible reboiler and condenser heat duties. The stage numbers are reported from the top (for
example, in a column with N stages, stage 1 is the condenser and stage N is the reboiler).
Additionally, the Murphree tray efficiencies were calculated for each stage and used to determine
the actual number of stages. The efficiencies for each tray were found to be 93% ± 1%;
therefore, an overall efficiency of 93% was used for the column. The trays in each column are
spaced two feet apart. Because mixtures of propylene and propane are non-corrosive and nonreactive, carbon steel, an inexpensive material, was chosen as the material of construction for all
of the columns.
Because the theoretical columns are all too tall to be stable, and the trays are too wide to
be transported on the highway, they must each be split into four smaller columns (two strippers
and two absorbers), each with half the width and height of the original, in order to avoid
extraneous on-site construction costs.* For the sake of simplicity, the stage numbering will
remain the same. When referring to the units and streams, a unit name without an accompanying
parenthetical reference refers to the sum of the matching units (for the theoretical column as
opposed to the split columns).
*DC-500 is the only exception. Because the tray diameter was found to be only 11 ft, it only
needs to be split into two columns.
DC-100 (Process C1, 35% to 93.0%)
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Based on an NPV analysis, the theoretical column with 100 stages (including the reboiler
and condenser) was determined to be the most cost-effective option. With a Murphree tray
efficiency of 93%, this column has 106 real trays. The reflux ratio, which was varied to produce
500,000 tonne/yr of chemical-grade propylene product, is 19.05. The tray diameter at the widest
point in the column is 29.9 feet. ASPEN IPE estimates the column diameter to be 30 ft and the
tangent-to-tangent height to be 224 ft.
After splitting the column, each smaller column will have 53 trays and a width of 15 feet.
With a bare module factor of 4.16, the bare module cost for each stripper (DC-100(A1/B1)) is
$6,308,224, and the bare module cost for each absorber (DC-100(A2/B2)) is $6,036,992.
The combined feed stream (S-3) contains 35% propylene (by weight) and has a flow rate
of 6,300,000 tonne/yr. It enters the column above stage 96. The combined liquid distillate
product (S-4) contains 93 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of 500,000 tonne/yr. The combined
bottoms product / recycle stream (S-5) has a composition of 30 wt% propylene and flows at a
rate of 5,800,000 tonne/yr.
DC-101 (Process B1, 35% to 99.5%)
NPV analysis returned an optimum column with 155 theoretical stages, which
corresponds to 165 real trays. The tray diameter at the widest point in the column is 32.3 ft. The
reflux ratio, which was varied to produce 500,000 tonne/yr of polymer-grade propylene product,
is 21.2. ASPEN IPE estimates the column diameter to be 32.5 ft and the tangent-to-tangent
height to be 342 ft.
After splitting the column, each smaller column will have 83 trays and a width of 16.25
feet. The bare module cost for each stripper (DC-101(A1/B1)) is $10,112,960, and the bare
module cost for each absorber (DC-100(A2/B2)) is $11,460,800.
The combined feed stream (S-8) contains 35 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of
6,950,000 tonne/yr. It enters the column above stage 154. The combined distillate stream (S-9)
contains 99.5 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of 500,000 tonne/yr. The combined bottoms
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product / recycle stream (S-10) has a composition of 30 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of
6,450,000 tonne/yr.
DC-102 (Process A1, 93% to 99.5%)
NPV analysis indicated an optimum column with 180 theoretical stages, which
corresponds to 192 real trays. The tray diameter at the widest point in the column is 20.7 ft. The
reflux ratio, which was varied to produce a 99.5 wt% propylene distillate composition, is 9.1.
Additionally, the boilup ratio, which was varied in order to produce a 99.8 wt% recovery of
propylene in the distillate, is 155.8. ASPEN IPE estimates the column diameter to be 21 ft and a
tangent-to-tangent height to be 377 ft.
After splitting the column, each smaller column will have 96 trays and a width of 10.5
feet. The bare module cost for each stripper (DC-102(A1/B1)) is $5,508,250, and the bare
module cost for each absorber (DC-102(A2/B2)) is $6,390,176.
The feed stream (S-11) contains 93 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of 600,000
tonne/yr. It enters the column above stage 116. The distillate stream (S-12) leaves the column
with a composition of 99.5 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of 560,066 tonne/yr. The bottoms
product contains 2.7 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of 39,934 tonne/yr.
DC-500 (Process A3, 93% to 99.5%)
This column possesses 150 stages (148 trays) and has a diameter of 11 ft. The feed comes
in above stage 109. The molar reflux ratio is 3. Because the diameter of the column is small, this
theoretical column only needs to be split into two columns, an absorber and a stripper in series,
each with 74 trays. The bare module cost for the stripper (DC-500(B)) is $8,898,656, and the
bare module cost for the absorber is $8,898,656.
The feed stream (S-43) contains 93 wt% propylene and has a flow rate of 600,000
tonne/yr. The distillate stream (S-44) leaves the column with a composition of 94.5 wt%
propylene and has a flow rate of 587,915 tonne/yr. The bottoms product contains 61.31 wt%
propylene and has a flow rate of 101,864 tonne/yr. The retentate of the membrane is also
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recycled back to the column. This stream is fed above stage 140. It has a composition of 66.75
wt% propylene and has a flow rate of 89,382 tonne/yr.

Heat Exchangers
Heat exchangers are used in the membrane processes to either vaporize the feed to a
membrane or liquefy the permeate streams. Steam is used for heating, and cooling water is used
for cooling. All of the heat exchangers are of the floating head type. The material of construction
for these units is carbon steel.

Process A2 – 93-99.5% Membrane Only
HX-200
HX-200 is a heat exchanger used to vaporize the almost completely liquid feed (S-15) to
the first membrane (M-200). S-15 enters HX-200 at 200 psia and 91 F and leaves as stream S-16
at 237 psia and 104 F. The unit has a total surface area of 12,851 square feet, an overall heat
transfer coefficient of 10, and a heat duty of 22.15 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet
and makes two passes. The bare module cost for this unit is $37,089.
HX-201
HX-201 is a heat exchanger used to liquefy the permeate stream from the first membrane
(M-200). Stream S-18 (the outlet from compressor CM-200) enters HX-201 at 210 psia and 286
F and leaves as stream S-19 at 209 psia and 94 F. The unit has a total surface area of 5,836
square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 149, and a heat duty of 31.30 MMBtu/hr. The
tube has a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The bare module cost for this unit is
$303,686.
HX-202
This heat exchanger is used to liquefy the permeate stream from the second membrane
(M-201). Stream S-23 (the outlet from compressor CM-201) enters HX-202 at 200 psia and 285
F and leaves as stream S-24 at 200 psia and 110 F. The unit has a total surface area of 196 square
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feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 147, and a heat duty of 1.64 MMBtu/hr. The tube has
a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The bare module cost for this unit is $698,985.

Process B2 – 35-99.5% Membrane Only
HX-300
HX-300 is a heat exchanger used to vaporize the liquid feed (S-25) to the first membrane
(M-300). S-25 enters HX-300 at 465 psia and 150 F and leaves as stream S-26 at 485 psia and
175 F. The unit has a total surface area of 124,787 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient
of 10, and a heat duty of 174.41 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes two
passes. The bare module cost for this unit is $66,570.
HX-301
This heat exchanger is used to liquefy the permeate stream from the third membrane (M302). Stream S-35 (the outlet from compressor CM-302) enters HX-301 at 235 psia and 401 F
and leaves as stream S-36 at 230 psia and 101 F. The unit has a total surface area of 3,621 square
feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 149, and a heat duty of 35.06 MMBtu/hr. The tube has
a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The bare module cost for this unit is $75,129.

Process C2 – 35-93.0% Membrane Only
HX-400
HX-400 is a heat exchanger used to vaporize the liquid feed (S-36) to the membrane (M400). S-36 enters HX-400 at 465 psia and 150 F and leaves as stream S-37 at 450 psia and 212 F.
The unit has a total surface area of 260,791 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 10,
and a heat duty of 208.82 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The
bare module cost for this unit is $10,808,432.
HX-401
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This heat exchanger is used to liquefy the permeate stream from the membrane (M-400).
Stream S-39 (the outlet from compressor CM-400) enters HX-401 at 230 psia and 343 F and
leaves as stream S-40 (the final product) at 225 psia and 100 F. The unit has a total surface area
of 4,009 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 149, and a heat duty of 31.41
MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The bare module cost for this
unit is $235,531.

Process A3 – 93-99.5% Hybrid
HX-500
HX-500 is used to liquefy the permeate stream from the membrane (M-500). Stream S-47
(the outlet from compressor CM-500) enters HX-500 at 230 psia and 244 F and leaves as stream
S-48 (the final product) at 225 psia and 99 F. The unit has a total surface area of 4,983 square
feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 149, and a heat duty of 25.10 MMBtu/hr. The tube has
a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The bare module cost for this unit is $275,156.
HX-501
HX-501 is used to liquefy the retentate stream from the membrane (M-500). Stream S-50
(the outlet from compressor CM-501) enters HX-501 at 290 psia and 141 F and leaves as stream
S-51 (the final product) at 288 psia and 123 F. The unit has a total surface area of 634 square
feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 149, and a heat duty of 2.89 MMBtu/hr. The tube has
a length of 20 feet and makes two passes. The bare module cost for this unit is $67,838.

Membranes
Membranes are typically regarded as effective and low-cost means of separation. Each
membrane separates a stream of propane and propylene with a selectivity and permeance
determined by the operating temperature of the membrane. The pressure drop across the
membrane between the feed and the permeate streams is the driving force for the separation and
has a directly proportional relationship with the recovery of propylene in the permeate stream.
Relevant membrane data is listed in Table 6 below. Temperature has a linear relationship with
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selectivity and permeance, so values for membranes operating at any temperature can be
interpolated.
Table 6: Membrane Data (Hayashi, 1996)
Temperature
(C)

Selectivity
(propylene/propane)

Propylene permeance (g-mol*m-2*s1*Pa-1)

100

33

2.9 x 10-9

65

38

1.5 x 10-9

35

46

7.9 x 10-10

Process A2 – 93-99.5% Membrane Only
M-200
Membrane M-200 is the first membrane in the steam cracker cascade. It operates at 95 F
(35 C) and has a pressure drop of 217 psi (between the feed and permeate streams). The total
surface area of this membrane is 457,935 m2.
M-201
Membrane M-201 is the second (and last) membrane in the steam cracker cascade. It
operates at 95 F (35 C) and has a pressure drop of 200 psi. The total surface area of this
membrane is 51,123 m2.

Process B2 – 35-99.5% Membrane Only
M-300
Membrane M-300 is the first membrane in the propane dehydrogenation (99.5%)
cascade. It operates at 95 F (35 C) and has a pressure drop of 450 psi (between the feed and
permeate streams). The total surface area of this membrane is 571,902 m2.
M-301
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Membrane M-301 is the second membrane in this cascade. It operates at 150 F (65 C)
and has a pressure drop of 240 psi. The total surface area is 682,456 m2.
M-302
Membrane M-302 is the third (and last) membrane in this cascade. It operates at 150 F
(65 C) and has a pressure drop of 210 psi. Its total surface area is 342,164 m2.

Process C2 – 35-93.0% Membrane Only
M-400
Membrane M-400 is the single membrane in this process. It operates at 95 F (35 C) and
has a pressure drop of 415 psi. Its total surface area is 122,525 m2.

Process A3 – 93-99.5% Hybrid
M-500
Membrane M-500 is the single membrane in this process. It operates at 95 F (35 C) and
has a pressure drop of 180 psi. Its total surface area is 151,707 m2.

Reboilers
Each reboiler uses steam with a heating value of 1150 Btu/lb that enters at 400 F and
exits at 212 F. The minimum approach temperature is 5 F. The material of construction for each
reboiler is carbon steel.
R-100(A/B) (Attached to DC-100(A1/B1))
Reboiler R-100 is a typical shell and tube kettle reboiler. ASPEN IPE estimates a total
surface area of 78,050 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 10, and a heat duty of
142.475 MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes only one pass. The bare module
cost for this reboiler is $4,600,304.
R-101(A/B) (Attached to DC-101(A1/B1))
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R-101 is a shell and tube kettle reboiler. ASPEN IPE estimates a total surface area of
112,650 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 10, and a heat duty of 159.46
MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes only one pass. The bare module cost for
this reboiler is $5,096,409.
R-102(A/B) (Attached to DC-102(A1/B1))
R-102 is a shell and tube kettle reboiler. ASPEN IPE estimates a total surface area of
127,670 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 10, and a heat duty of 92.50
MMBtu/hr. The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes only one pass. The bare module cost for
this reboiler is $2,955,391.
R-500 (Attached to DC-500(B))
R-500 is a shell and tube kettle reboiler. ASPEN IPE estimates a total surface area of
1,804 square feet, an overall heat transfer coefficient of 160, and a heat duty of 57.48 MMBtu/hr.
The tube has a length of 20 feet and makes only one pass. The bare module cost for this reboiler
is $131,555.

Reflux Accumulators
The material of construction for each accumulator drum is carbon steel.
RA-100(A/B) (Attached to DC-100(A2/B2))
RA-100 is a reflux accumulator with a capacity of 5,127 cubic feet. It has a diameter of
16 feet and a length of 25.5 feet. Its bare module cost is $475,495.
RA-101(A/B) (Attached to DC-101(A2/B2))
This reflux accumulator has a capacity of 5,613 cubic feet. It has a diameter of 16.5 feet
and a length of 26.25 feet. Its bare module cost is $507,825.
RA-102(A/B) (Attached to DC-102(A2/B2))
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This reflux accumulator has a capacity of 2,787.5 cubic feet. It has a diameter of 13 feet
and a length of 21 feet. Its bare module cost is $316,285.
RA-500 (Attached to DC-500(A))
This reflux accumulator has a capacity of 1,016 cubic feet. It has a diameter of 7.5 feet
and a length of 23 feet. Its bare module cost is $148,840.

Pumps
Since pumps tend to have shorter lifespans and are essential to the processes, two
identical pumps (one main pump and a replacement) are purchased for every pump needed. The
material of construction for each pump is cast iron. Each pump is a centrifugal pump and has an
efficiency of 70%. Power consumptions were calculated using the head of fluid (since the pumps
are on the ground, this would be the tangent-to-tangent tower height plus the sump for reflux
pumps, and the height of the sump for bottoms pumps), gallons per minute, specific gravity of
the fluid, and pump efficiency.
PR-100(A/B/C/D) (Attached to DC-100(A2/B2))
PR-100 is a reflux pump that accommodates 6,100 gallons per minute of liquid. It
consumes about 216 HP. Its bare module cost is $384,120.
PB-100(A/B/C/D) (Attached to DC-100(A1/B1))
PB-100 is a bottoms pump that accommodates 9,155.5 gallons per minute of liquid. It
consumes about 11 HP. Based on the costs of similar pumps, its bare module cost is about
$558,224.
PR-101(A/B/C/D) (Attached to DC-101(A2/B2))
This reflux pump is built to accommodate 6,942.5 gallons per minute. It consumes about
361 HP. Its bare module cost is $451,440.
PB-101(A/B/C/D) (Attached to DC-101(A1/B1))
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This bottoms pump accommodates 10,345.5 gallons per minute. It consumes about 12.5
HP. Based on the costs of similar pumps, its bare module cost is about $672,722.
PR-102(A/B/C/D) (Attached to DC-102(A2/B2))
This reflux pump accommodates 3,537.5 gallons per minute of liquid. It consumes about
285.5 HP. Its bare module cost is $211,860.
PB-102(A/B/C/D) (Attached to DC-102(A1/B1))
This bottoms pump accommodates 3,905 gallons per minute of liquid. It consumes about
4.5 HP. Based on the costs of similar pumps, its bare module cost is about $233,869.
PR-500(A/B) (Attached to DC-500(A))
This reflux pump accommodates 1,225 gallons per minute of liquid. It consumes about
25.4 HP. Its bare module cost is $50,160.
PB-500(A/B) (Attached to DC-500(B))
This bottoms pump accommodates 2,041 gallons per minute of liquid. It consumes about
3 HP. Based on the costs of similar pumps, its bare module cost is $86,815.
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Unit Specification Sheets
Case A: Chemical grade propylene to polymer grade
propylene
Process A1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column) (93% to 99.5%)
Identification: Item: Absorber 1
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-102(A1)
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous
Vapor to 1st
Stripper
S-102(A1)
724,350

Bottoms

S-11A
75,500

Liquid from 1st
Stripper
S-102(A2)
653,900

93%
7%
80
290
0

93.7%
6.3%
114
271
0

94.4%
5.6%
114
271
1

2.9%
97.1%
130
280
0

Materials handled

Feed

Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Material of construction
Pressure (psia)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-13A
5,070

Carbon steel
271
90
19
2
10.5
9.1
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Identification: Item: Absorber 2
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-102(B1)
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous
Vapor to 2nd
Stripper
S-102(B1)
724,350

Bottoms

S-11B
75,500

Liquid from 2nd
Stripper
S-102(B2)
653,900

93%
7%
80
290
0

93.7%
6.3%
114
271
0

94.4%
5.6%
114
271
1

2.9%
97.1%
130
280
0

Materials handled

Feed

Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Material of construction
Pressure (psia)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-13B
5,070

Carbon steel
271
90
19
2
10.5
9.1
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Identification: Item: Stripper 1
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-102(A2)
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Liquid to 1st Absorber
S-102(A2)
653,900

Vapor from 1st Absorber
S-102(A1)
724,350

Distillate
S-12A
70,430

93.7%
6.3%
114
271
0

94.4%
5.6%
114
271
1

99.5%
0.5%
110
262
0

Material of construction
Pressure (psig)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

Carbon steel
250
90
1
2
10.5
9.1
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Identification: Item: Stripper 2
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-102(B2)
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Liquid to 1st Absorber
S-102(B2)
653,900

Vapor from 1st Absorber
S-102(B1)
724,350

Distillate
S-12B
70,430

93.7%
6.3%
114
271
0

94.4%
5.6%
114
271
1

99.5%
0.5%
110
262
0

Material of construction
Pressure (psig)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

Carbon steel
250
90
1
2
10.5
9.1
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Associated Components:
Condenser (CN-102)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Heat Duty:
Area:
Operating Pressure:
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient:
Utility:

Floating Head heat exchanger
Carbon steel
90.72 MMBtu/hr
55,699 ft2
262 psia
148.72
Cooling water

Reboiler (R-102)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Heat Duty:
Area:
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient:
Utility:

Kettle reboiler
Carbon steel
97.50 MMBtu/hr
112,670 ft2
10
Steam

Reflux Accumulator (RA-102)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Diameter:
Length:

Horizontal vessel
Carbon steel
2,787.5 ft3
13 ft
21 ft

Reflux Pump (PR-102(A/B))
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Head:
Power Consumed:
Efficiency:

Centrifugal pump
Cast iron
3,537.5 GPM
196.5 ft
285.5 HP
70%

Bottoms Pump (PB-102(A/B))
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Head:
Power Consumed:
Efficiency:

Centrifugal pump
Cast iron
3,905 GPM
8 ft
4.5 HP
70%
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Process A2: Membrane Only (93% to 99.5%)
Identification: Item: Membrane 1
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: M-200
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID

Feed 1
S-16 (hotfeed)

Permeate 1
S-17 (permeate)

Retentate 1
S-20 (feed1)

Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

171,120

138,690

32,513

93.2%
6.8%
104
237
1

99.5%
0.5%
55
20
1

65.1%
34.9%
104
225
1

Design Data:

Selectivity (propylene/propane)
Propylene Permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)
Temperature (°C)
Area (m2)
Pressure drop: Feed to Permeate (psia)
Pressure drop: Feed to Retentate (psia)

46
7.9*10-10
35
457,935
217
12
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Identification: Item: Membrane 2
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: M-201
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Feed 2
S-20 (feed1)
32,513

Permeate 2
S-22 (perm1)
20,202

Retentate 2
S-21 (ret1)
12,311

65.1%
34.9%
104
225
1

94.6%
5.4%
80
25
1

20%
80%
104
180
1

Selectivity (propylene/propane)
Propylene Permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)
Temperature (°C)
Area (m2)
Pressure drop: Feed to Permeate (psia)
Pressure drop: Feed to Retentate (psia)

Identification: Item: Mixer
Item No: MX-200
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

46
7.9*10-10
35
51,123
200
45

Date: 31 March 2012
By: PM

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Feed
S-14
151,000

Recycle
S-24
20,200

Outlet
S-15
171,200

93%
7%
80
290
0

94.6%
5.4%
110
200
0

93.2%
6.8%
91
200
0
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 1 (Reboiler)
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: HX-200
By: PM
Function:
To vaporize the initial feed so it can be fed to the first membrane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was modeled as
heater

In
S-15
171,200

Out
S-16
171,200

93.2%
6.8%
91
200
0

93.2%
6.8%
104
237
1

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
22,146,804

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

111,643
7
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 2 (Cooler 1)
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: HX-201
By: PM
Function:
To decrease the temperature of the propylene product stream to liquefy it
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was
modeled as heater

In
S-18
138,690

Out
S-19
138,690

99.5%
0.5%
286
210
1

99.5%
0.5%
94
209
0

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
31,302,166

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

754,720
7
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 3 (Cooler 2)
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: HX-202
By: PM
Function:
To decrease the temperature of the propylene product stream to liquefy it
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was
modeled as heater

In
S-23
20,200

Out
S-24
20,200

94.6%
5.4%
285
200
1

94.6%
5.4%
110
200
0

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
1,639,209

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

25,045
7
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Identification: Item: Compressor 1
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-200
By: PM
Function:
To increase the pressure of the propylene product, which is desired to be a liquid

Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

In
S-17
138,690

Out
S-18
138,690

99.5%
0.5%
55
20
1

99.5%
0.5%
286
210
1

Material of construction
Driver Power (HP)
Capacity (ft3/min)

Stainless steel
4771
14,830
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Identification: Item: Compressor 2
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-201
By: PM
Function:
To increase the pressure of the propylene product, which is desired to be a liquid

Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

In
S-22
20,200

Out
S-23
20,200

94.6%
5.4%
80
25
1

94.6%
5.4%
285
200
1

Material of construction
Driver Power (HP)
Capacity (ft3/min)

Stainless steel
629
1802
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Process A3: Hybrid (93% to 99.5%)
Identification: Item: Absorber
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: DC-500B
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled

Feed

Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Vapor to Stripper

Bottoms

S-43
151,001

Liquid from
Stripper
S-500A
267,900

S-500B
415,700

S-45
25,619

93%
7%
80
290
0

93%
7%
96
215
0

94%
6%
96
215
1

61.3%
38.7%
100
215
0

Material of construction
Pressure (psia)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

Carbon steel
215
75
34
2
11
3
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Identification: Item: Stripper
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: DC-500A
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Liquid to 1st
Absorber
S-500A
267,900

Vapor from 1st
Absorber
S-500B
415,700

Distillate

93%
7%
96
215
0

94%
6%
96
215
1

94.5%
5.5%
96
215
1

Material of construction
Pressure (psig)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-44
147,862

Carbon steel
215
75
1
2
11
3
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Identification: Item: Membrane
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: M-500
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID

Feed
S-44

Permeate
S-46

Retentate
S-49

Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene

147,862

125,383

22,480

94.5%

99.5%

66.7%

Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

5.5%
96
215
1

0.5%
56
35
1

33.3%
87
175
1

Design Data:

Selectivity (propylene/propane)
Propylene Permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)
Temperature (°C)
Area (m2)
Pressure drop: Feed to Permeate (psia)
Pressure drop: Feed to Retentate (psia)

46
7.9*10-10
35
151,707
180
40
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 1 (Heater)
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: HX-500
By: PM
Function:
To lower the temperature of the propylene product
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene

In
S-47
125,383

Out
S-48
125,383

99.5%

99.5%

Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

0.5%
244
230
0

0.5%
99
225
0

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was modeled as
heater

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
25,098,728

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

644,415
7
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 2 (Cooler 1)
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: HX-501
By: PM
Function:
To decrease the temperature of the propylene product stream to liquefy it
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was
modeled as heater

In
S-50
22,480

Out
S-51
22,480

66.7%
33.3%
141
290
1

66.7%
33.3%
123
288
1

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
2,887,145

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

82,014
7
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Identification: Item: Compressor 1
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-500
By: PM
Function:
To increase the temperature and pressure of the propylene product, which is
desired to be a liquid
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene

In
S-46
125,383

Out
S-47
125,383

99.5%

99.5%

Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

0.5%
56
35
1

0.5%
244
230
0

Design Data:

Material of construction
Driver Power (HP)
Capacity (ft3/min)

Stainless steel
3,297
7,601
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Identification: Item: Compressor 2
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-501
By: PM
Function:
To increase the pressure of the propylene product, which is desired to be a liquid

Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

In
S-49
22,480

Out
S-50
22,480

66.7%
33.3%
87
175
1

66.7%
33.3%
141
290
1

Material of construction
Driver Power (HP)
Capacity (ft3/min)

Stainless steel
125
235
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Case B: Refinery grade propylene to polymer grade
propylene
Process B1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column) (35% to 99.5%)
Identification: Item: Absorber 1
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: DC-100(A1)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous
Vapor to 2nd
Stripper
S-101(A1)
1,441,450

Bottoms

S-8A
792,753

Liquid from 2nd
Stripper
S-101(A2)
1,378,550

35%
65%
150
465
0

60.4%
39.6%
118
272
0

61.4%
38.6%
118
272
1

30%
70%
126
280
0

Materials handled

Feed

Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Material of construction
Pressure (psia)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-10A
811,650

Carbon steel
272
77
68
2
11.2
10.6
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Identification: Item: Absorber 2
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: DC-101(B1)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous
Vapor to 2nd
Stripper
S-101(B1)
1,441,450

Bottoms

S-8B
792,753

Liquid from 2nd
Stripper
S-101(B2)
1,378,550

35%
65%
150
465
0

60.4%
39.6%
118
272
0

61.4%
38.6%
118
272
1

30%
70%
126
280
0

Materials handled

Feed

Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Material of construction
Pressure (psia)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-10B
811,650

Carbon steel
272
77
68
2
11.2
10.6
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Identification: Item: Stripper 1
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-100(A2)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Liquid to 1st
Absorber
S-101(A2)
1,378,550

Vapor from 1st
Absorber
S-101(A1)
1,441,450

Distillate

60.4%
39.6%
118
272
0

61.4%
38.6%
118
272
1

99.5%
0.5%
111
265
0

Material of construction
Pressure (psig)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-9A
62,915

Carbon steel
250
77
1
2
11.2
10.6
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Identification: Item: Stripper 2
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-100(B2)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Liquid to 1st
Absorber
S-101(B2)
1,378,550

Vapor from 1st
Absorber
S-101(B1)
1,441,450

Distillate

60.4%
39.6%
118
272
0

61.4%
38.6%
118
272
1

99.5%
0.5%
111
265
0

Material of construction
Pressure (psig)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-9B
62,915

Carbon steel
250
77
1
2
11.2
10.6
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Associated Components:
Condenser (CN-101)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Heat Duty:
Area:
Operating Pressure:
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient:
Utility:

Floating Head heat exchanger
Carbon steel
171.835 MMBtu/hr
100,500 ft2
264.7 psia
148.72
Cooling water

Reboiler (R-101)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Heat Duty:
Area:
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient:
Utility:

Kettle reboiler
Carbon steel
159.96 MMBtu/hr
112,650 ft2
10
Steam

Reflux Accumulator (RA-101)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Diameter:
Length:

Horizontal vessel
Carbon steel
5,613 ft3
16.5 ft
26.25 ft

Reflux Pump (PR-101(A/B))
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Head:
Power Consumed:
Efficiency:

Centrifugal pump
Cast iron
6,942.5 GPM
179 ft
361 HP
70%

Bottoms Pump (PB-101(A/B))
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Head:
Power Consumed:
Efficiency:

Centrifugal pump
Cast iron
10,345.5 GPM
8 ft
12.5 HP
70%
80

Process B2: Membrane Only (35% to 99.5%)
Identification: Item: Membrane 1
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: M-300
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Feed 1
S-26 (hotfeed)
1,749,100

Permeate 1
S-28 (permeate)
141,150

Retentate 1
S-27 (retentat)
1,608,000

35%
65%
175
485
1

92.3%
7.7%
95
35
1

30%
70%
175
460
1

Selectivity (propylene/propane)
Propylene Permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)
Temperature (°C)
Area (m2)
Pressure drop: Feed to Permeate (psia)
Pressure drop: Feed to Retentate (psia)

33
2.9*10-9
100
571,902
450
25
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Identification: Item: Membrane 2
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: M-301
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Feed 2
S-29 (feed1)
141,150

Permeate 2
S-31 (perm1)
131,390

Retentate 2
S-30 (ret1)
9,758

92.3%
7.7%
296
260
1

97.7%
2.3%
150
20
1

20%
80%
296
255
1

Selectivity (propylene/propane)
Propylene Permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)
Temperature (°C)
Area (m2)
Pressure drop: Feed to Permeate (psia)
Pressure drop: Feed to Retentate (psia)

33
2.9*10-9
100
682,456
240
5
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Identification: Item: Membrane 3
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: M-302
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Feed 3
S-32 (comperm1)
131,390

Permeate 3
S-34 (perm2)
125,830

Retentate 3
S-33 (reten2)
5,560

97.7%
2.3%
398
230
1

99.5%
0.5%
150
20
1

59.6%
40.4%
398
225
1

Selectivity (propylene/propane)
Propylene Permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)
Temperature (°C)
Area (m2)
Pressure drop: Feed to Permeate (psia)
Pressure drop: Feed to Retentate (psia)

33
2.9*10-9
100
342,164
210
5
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 1
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: HX-300
By: PM
Function:
To vaporize the initial feed so it can be fed to the membrane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was modeled as
heater

In
S-25
1,749,105

Out
S-26
1,749,105

35%
65%
150
465
0

35%
65%
175
485
1

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
174,407,129

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

1,084,051
7
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 2
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: HX-301
By: PM
Function:
To decrease the temperature of the propylene product
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger
was modeled as heater

In
S-35
125,830

Out
S-36
125,830

99.5%
0.5%
401
235
1

99.5%
0.5%
101
230
0

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
35,060,466

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

468,332
7
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Identification: Item: Compressor 1
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-300
By: PM
Function:
To increase the pressure and temperature of the permeate of membrane 1 so that it
can be fed to membrane 2
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

In
S-28
141,150

Out
S-29
141,150

92.3%
7.7%
95
35
1

92.3%
7.7%
296
260
1

Material of construction
Driver Power (HP)
Capacity (ft3/min)

Stainless steel
4281
9244
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Identification: Item: Compressor 2
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-301
By: PM
Function:
To increase the pressure and temperature of the permeate of membrane 2 so that it
can be fed to membrane 3
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

In
S-31
131,390

Out
S-32
131,390

97.7%
2.3%
150
20
1

97.7%
2.3%
398
230
1

Material of construction
Driver Power (HP)
Capacity (ft3/min)

Stainless steel
5582
16,763
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Identification: Item: Compressor 3
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-302
By: PM
Function:
To increase the pressure of the propylene product, which is desired to be a liquid

Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

In
S-34
125,830

Out
S-35
125,830

99.5%
0.5%
150
20
1

99.5%
0.5%
401
235
1

Material of construction

Stainless steel

Driver Power (HP)

5401

Capacity (ft3/min)

16,067
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Case C: Refinery grade propylene to chemical grade
propylene
Process C1: C-3 Splitter (Distillation Column) (35% to 93%)
Identification: Item: Absorber 1
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: DC-100(A1)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous
Vapor to 2nd
Stripper
S-100(A1)
1,303,400

Bottoms

S-3A
792,753

Liquid from 2nd
Stripper
S-100(A2)
1,240,500

35%
65%
150
465
0

42.8%
57.2%
120
270
0

46.4%
53.6%
120
270
1

30%
70%
124
275
0

Materials handled

Feed

Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Material of construction
Pressure (psia)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-5A
729,850

Carbon steel
270
50
40
2
15
19.05
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Identification: Item: Absorber 2
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-100(B1)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous
Vapor to 2nd
Stripper
S-100(B1)
1,303,400

Bottoms

S-3B
792,753

Liquid from 2nd
Stripper
S-100(B2)
1,240,500

35%
65%
150
465
0

42.8%
57.2%
120
270
0

46.4%
53.6%
120
270
1

30%
70%
124
275
0

Materials handled

Feed

Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Material of construction
Pressure (psia)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-5B
729,850

Carbon steel
270
50
40
2
15
19.05
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Identification: Item: Stripper 1
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-100(A2)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Liquid to 1st
Absorber
S-100(A2)
1,240,500

Vapor from 1st
Absorber
S-100(A1)
1,303,400

Distillate

42.8%
57.2%
120
270
0

46.4%
53.6%
120
270
1

93%
7%
112
265
0

Material of construction
Pressure (psig)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-4A
62,915

Carbon steel
250
50
1
2
15
19.05
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Identification: Item: Stripper 2
Date: 25 March 2012
Item No: DC-100(B2)
By: EL
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Liquid to 1st
Absorber
S-100(B2)
1,240,500

Vapor from 1st
Absorber
S-100(B1)
1,303,400

Distillate

42.8%
57.2%
120
270
0

46.4%
53.6%
120
270
1

93%
7%
112
265
0

Material of construction
Pressure (psig)
Number of Stages
Feed Stage
Tray Spacing (ft)
Widest Tray Diameter (ft)
Molar Reflux Ratio

S-4B
62,915

Carbon steel
250
50
1
2
15
19.05
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Associated Components:
Condenser (CN-100)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Heat Duty:
Area:
Operating Pressure:
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient:
Utility:

Floating Head heat exchanger
Carbon steel
159.275 MMBtu/hr
84,385 ft2
264.7 psia
148.72
Cooling water

Reboiler (R-100)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Heat Duty:
Area:
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient:
Utility:

Kettle reboiler
Carbon steel
142.475 MMBtu/hr
78,050 ft2
10
Steam

Reflux Accumulator (RA-100)
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Diameter:
Length:

Horizontal vessel
Carbon steel
5,127 ft3
16 ft
25.5 ft

Reflux Pump (PR-100(A/B))
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Head:
Power Consumed:
Efficiency:

Centrifugal pump
Cast iron
6,100 GPM
120 ft
216 HP
70%

Bottoms Pump (PB-100(A/B))
Equipment Type:
Material:
Capacity:
Head:
Power Consumed:
Efficiency:

Centrifugal pump
Cast iron
9,155.5 GPM
8 ft
11 HP
70%
93

Process C2: Membrane Only (35% to 93%)
Identification: Item: Membrane
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: M-400
By: PM
Function:
To separate propylene from propane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

Feed
S-37
1,585,505

Permeate
S-38
125,830

Retentate
S-41
1,459,700

35%
65%
212
450
1

93%
7%
151
35
1

30%
70%
210
435
1

Selectivity (propylene/propane)
Propylene Permeance (g-mol*m-2*s-1*Pa-1)
Temperature (°C)
Area (m2)
Pressure drop: Feed to Permeate (psia)
Pressure drop: Feed to Retentate (psia)

33
2.9*10-9
35
122,525
415
15
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 1 (Reboiler)
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: HX-400
By: PM
Function:
To vaporize the initial feed so it can be fed into the membrane
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was modeled as
heater

In
S-36
1,585,505

Out
S-37
1,585,505

35%
65%
150
465
0

35%
65%
212
450
1

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
206,816,150

Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

7
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Identification: Item: Heat Exchanger 2 (Heater)
Date: 30 March 2012
Item No: HX-401
By: PM
Function:
To decrease the temperature of the propylene product, which is desired to be a
liquid
Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:
Note: Heat exchanger was modeled as
heater

In
S-39
125,830

Out
S-40
125,830

93%
7%
343
230
1

93%
7%
100
225
0

Material of construction
Total Duty (BTU/hr)

Carbon steel
31,411,284

UA (BTU/hr/deg F)
Minimum temperature approach (deg F)

518,468
7
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Identification: Item: Compressor
Date: 31 March 2012
Item No: CM-400
By: PM
Function:
To increase the pressure of the propylene product, which is desired to be a liquid

Operation:

Continuous

Materials handled
Stream ID
Quantity (lb/hr)
Composition:
Propylene
Propane
Temperature (°F)
Pressure (psia)
Vapor Fraction

Design Data:

In
S-38
125,830

Out
S-39
125,830

93%
7%
151
35
1

93%
7%
343
230
1

Material of construction
Driver Power (HP)
Capacity (ft3/min)

Stainless steel
9151
3960
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Equipment Cost
The current market prices for refinery, chemical and polymer grade propylene are 0.635
$/lb, 0.765 $/lb and 0.785 $/lb. Historically, the spread between the price of chemical and
polymer grade propylene has been about 0.015 $/lb. Using these prices, the economic analysis of
the base case distillation process that converts chemical to polymer grade propylene did not
result in positive cash flows. Consequently, a sensitivity analysis was carried out on the price of
polymer grade propylene that was necessary to turn enable the C-3 splitter break even at a
modest interest rate of 6%. The break-even price at this interest rate is 0.846 $/lb. The
comparison of the membrane-only and distillation enrichment process for conversion of
chemical grade to polymer grade was analyzed using this price. These results of this are included
in the economic analysis that follows.
On the other hand, analysis of the conversion of refinery grade to polymer and chemical
grade was performed using the current market prices previously described. The economic
analysis that follows reviews the major cost portions of the projects. These are equipment costs,
working capital, operating costs, utilities and fixed costs.
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Equipment Costs
CASE A (chemical to polymer grade)
Table 7: Process A1
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

DC-102(A1)

Stripper

$5,508,250

CN-102(B)

Condenser

$2,971,241

DC-102(B1)

Stripper

$5,508,256

RA-102(A)

Reflux accumulator

$316,285

DC-102(A2)

Absorber

$6,390,176

RA-102(B)

Reflux accumulator

$316,285

DC-102(B2)

Absorber

$6,390,176

PR-102(A/B)

Reflux pumps

$211,860

R-102(A)

Reboiler

$2,955,391

PR-102(C/D)

Reflux pumps

$211,860

R-102(B)

Reboiler

$2,955,391

PB-102(A/B)

Bottoms pumps

$233,869

CN-102(A)

Condenser

$2,971,241

PB-102(C/D)

Bottoms pumps

$233,869

Table 8: Process A2
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

HX-200

Heat Exchanger

$37,089

HX-201

Heat Exchanger

$303,686

HX-202

Heat Exchanger

$698,985

CM-200

Compressor

$4,085,000

CM-201

Compressor

$2,015,840

M-201

Membrane 1

$22,896,750

M-202

Membrane 2

$2,556,150

Table 9: Process A3
Unit

Unit description

D-500(A)

Stripper

D-500(B)

Absorber

CN-500

Condensor

R-500

Reboiler

PR-500A

Reflux pump

PR-500B

Reflux pump

RA-500

Reflux accumulator

Bare module cost

Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

$8,898,656

CM-500

Compressor

$1,644,750

$8,898,656

CM-501

Compressor

$2,778,015

$67,838

PB-500A

Bottoms pump

$86,815

$131,555

PB-500B

Bottoms pump

$86,815

$50,160

HX-500

Heat exchanger

$275,156

$50,160

HX-501

Heat exchanger

$67,838

$148,840

M-500

Membrane

$7,585,350
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CASE B (refinery to polymer grade)
Table 10: Process B1
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

DC-101(A1)

Stripper

$10,112,960

CN-101(B)

Condenser

$5,550,987

DC-101(B1)

Stripper

$10,112,960

RA-101(A)

Reflux accumulator

$507,825

DC-101(A2)

Absorber

$11,460,800

RA-101(B)

Reflux accumulator

$507,825

DC-101(B2)

Absorber

$11,460,800

PR-101(A/B)

Reflux pumps

$451,440

R-101(A)

Reboiler

$5,096,409

PR-101(C/D)

Reflux pumps

$451,440

R-101(B)

Reboiler

$5,096,409

PB-101(A/B)

Bottoms pumps

$672,722

CN-101(A)

Condenser

$5,550,987

PB-101(C/D)

Bottoms pumps

$672,722

Table 5: Process B2
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

HX-300

Heat exchanger

$66,570

HX-301

Heat exchanger

$75,129

CM-300

Compressor

$2,779,090

CM-301

Compressor

$2,777,585

CM-302

Compressor

$2,691,800

M-300

Membrane 1

$28,595,100

M-301

Membrane 2

$34,122,800

M-302

Membrane 3

$17,108,200

Table 6: Process B3
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

DC-700(A2)

Stripping tower 1

$6,308,224

R-700(B)

Reboiler 2

$4,600,304

DC-700(A1)

Stripping tower 2

$6,308,224

CN-700(A)

Condenser 1

$4,954,076

DC-700(B2)

Absorption tower 1

$6,036,992

CN-700(B)

Condenser 2

$4,954,076

DC-700(B1)

Absorption tower 2

$6,036,992

CM-700

Compressor 1

$1,804,280

PR-700(A/B)

Reflux pump 1

$192,060

CM-701

Compressor 2

$2,781,455

PR-700(C/D)

Reflux pump 2

$192,060

HX-700

Cooler

$271,986

RA-700(A)

Reflux accumulator 1

$475,495

PB-700(A/B)

$475,495

PB-700(C/D)

Bottoms pump 1
Bottoms pump 2

$306,505
$306,505

M-700

Membrane

RA-700(B)

Reflux accumulator2

R-700(A)

Reboiler 1

$4,600,304

$4,534,270
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Process C (refinery to chemical grade)
Table 7: Process C1
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

DC-100(A1)

Stripper

$6,308,224

CN-100(B)

Condenser

$4,954,076

DC-100(B1)

Stripper

$6,308,224

RA-100(A)

Reflux accumulator

$475,495

DC-100(A2)

Absorber

$6,036,992

RA-100(B)

Reflux accumulator

$475,495

DC-100(B2)

Absorber

$6,036,992

PR-100(A/B)

Reflux pumps

$384,120

R-100(A)

Reboiler

$4,600,304

PR-100(C/D)

Reflux pumps

$384,120

R-100(B)

Reboiler

$4,600,304

PB-100(A/B)

Bottoms pumps

$558,224

CN-100(A)

Condenser

$4,954,076

PB-100(C/D)

Bottoms pumps

$558,224

Table 8: Process C2
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

HX-400

Heat exchanger

$10,808,432

HX-401

Heat exchanger

$235,531

CM-400

Compressor

M-400

Membrane

$3,969,760
$6,126,250

Table 9: Process C3
Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

Unit

Unit description

Bare module cost

DC-600(A2)

Stripping tower 1

$6,308,224

CN-600(A)

Condenser 1

$4,954,076

DC-600(B1)

Stripping tower 2

$6,308,224

CN-600(B)

Condenser 2

$4,954,076

DC-600(A1)

Absorption tower 1

$6,036,992

CM-600

Compressor 1

$1,349,340

DC-600(B2)

Absorption tower 2

$6,036,992

CM-601

Compressor 2

$4,956,395

PR-600(A/B)

Reflux pump 1

$192,060

HX-601

Cooler

$233,629

PR-600(C/D)

Reflux pump 2

$192,060

HX-600(A)

Heater

$222,400

RA-600(A)

Reflux accumulator 1

$475,495

HX-600(B)

Heater

$222,400

RA-600(B)

Reflux accumulator2

$475,495

PB-600(A/B)

Bottoms pump1

R-600(A)

Reboiler 1

$4,600,304

PB-600(C/D)

Bottoms pump 2

$306,505
$306,505

$4,600,304

M-600

Membrane

R-600(B)

Reboiler 2

$23,222,828
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Fixed Costs Summary
Working Capital
The working capital was calculated by applying the following definition,

In order to compute the working capital, a number of assumptions were applied to the
process


30 days of accounts receivables were required



30 days of accounts receivables were required



30 days of accounts receivables were required



4 days of polymer grade propylene were maintained



2 days of raw materials were maintained



6% interest rate per year
The working capital requirements for the distillation and membrane separation processes

are identical because the competing processes require the same type of feed and are both
optimized to produce the highest possible recovery.

Present value in 2012 dollars was

calculated for each process and for each year.
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CASE A (chemical to polymer grade)
Working capital Process A1
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$36,352,941

$18,176,471

$18,176,471

$592,943

$296,472

$296,472

($31,803,242)

($15,901,621)

($15,901,621)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,847,059

$2,423,529

$2,423,529

Raw Materials

$2,101,586

$1,050,793

$1,050,793

Total

$12,091,287

$6,045,644

$6,045,644

Present Value at 6%

$11,406,875

$5,380,601

$5,076,039

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total Capital Investment

$75,729,478

Working capital for Process A2
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$35,868,779

$17,934,390

$17,934,390

$327,259

$163,630

$163,630

($31,596,208)

($15,798,104)

($15,798,104)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,782,504

$2,391,252

$2,391,252

Raw Materials

$2,100,677

$1,050,338

$1,050,338

Total

$11,483,011

$5,741,506

$5,741,506

Present Value at 6%

$10,833,029

$5,109,919

$4,820,679

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total Capital Investment

$63,074,281

Working capital for Process A3
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$32,358,861

$16,179,431

$16,179,431

$421,617

$210,808

$210,808

($28,210,000)

($14,105,000)

($14,105,000)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,314,515

$2,157,257

$2,157,257

Raw Materials

$1,870,686

$935,343

$935,343

Total

$10,755,679

$5,377,840

$5,377,840

Present Value at 6%

$10,146,867

$4,786,258

$4,515,338

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total Capital Investment

$65,000,506
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CASE B (refinery to polymer grade)
Working capital for Process B1
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$32,474,482

$16,237,241

$16,237,241

$1,016,238

$508,119

$508,119

($26,758,013)

($13,379,006)

($13,379,006)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,329,931

$2,164,965

$2,164,965

Raw Materials

$1,751,278

$875,639

$875,639

Total

$12,813,916

$6,406,958

$6,406,958

Present Value at 6%

$11,864,737

$5,492,934

$5,086,050

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total Capital Investment

$119,071,807

Working capital for Process B2
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$31,647,107

$15,823,553

$15,823,553

$989,281

$494,641

$494,641

($26,872,888)

($13,436,444)

($13,436,444)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,219,614

$2,109,807

$2,109,807

Raw Materials

$1,751,278

$875,639

$875,639

$11,734,392

$5,867,196

$5,867,196

$8,381,709

$2,993,467

$2,138,191

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total
Present Value at 6%
Total Capital Investment

$81,787,197

Working capital for Process B3
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$31,647,107

$15,823,553

$15,823,553

$973,807

$486,903

$486,903

($26,831,331)

($13,415,666)

($13,415,666)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,219,614

$2,109,807

$2,109,807

Raw Materials

$1,751,278

$875,639

$875,639

Total

$11,760,474

$5,880,237

$5,880,237

Present Value at 6%

$10,889,328

$5,041,356

$4,667,922

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total Capital Investment

$94,086,643
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CASE C (refinery to chemical grade)
Working capital for Process C1
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$31,647,107

$15,823,553

$15,823,553

$812,135

$406,067

$406,067

($26,704,984)

($13,352,492)

($13,352,492)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,219,614

$2,109,807

$2,109,807

Raw Materials

$1,751,278

$875,639

$875,639

Total

$11,725,149

$5,862,575

$5,862,575

Present Value at 6%

$10,856,620

$5,026,213

$4,653,901

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total Capital Investment

$86,962,810

Working capital for process C2
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$31,647,107

$15,823,553

$15,823,553

$708,802

$354,401

$354,401

($26,656,881)

($13,328,441)

($13,328,441)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,219,614

$2,109,807

$2,109,807

Raw Materials

$1,751,278

$875,639

$875,639

$11,669,919

$5,834,960

$5,834,960

$7,779,946

$2,593,315

$1,728,877

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total
Present Value at 6%
Total Capital Investment

$67,486,943

Working capital process C3
2013
Accounts Receivable

2014

2015

$31,647,107

$15,823,553

$15,823,553

$998,089

$499,044

$499,044

($26,840,150)

($13,420,075)

($13,420,075)

polymer grade proplyene Inventory

$4,219,614

$2,109,807

$2,109,807

Raw Materials

$1,751,278

$875,639

$875,639

Total

$11,775,937

$5,887,969

$5,887,969

Present Value at 6%

$10,903,646

$5,047,984

$4,674,059

Cash Reserves
Accounts Payable

Total Capital Investment

$97,204,993
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Fixed Costs Summary
A number of fixed costs were accounted for in this process. These are as follows


Two operators per shift assuming 5 shifts at a wage rate of $35/hr



Direct salaries and benefits and operating supplies and services were 15% and 6%
respectively of the direct wages and benefits paid out to operators



For maintenance, direct wages and benefits were 3.5% of total depreciable capital



For maintenance, salaries and benefit, material and services and maintenance overheads
as a fraction of

the maintenance wages and benefits were 25%, 100% and 5%

respectively


The general plant overhead, mechanical department services, employee relations
department and business services as a fraction of the maintenance and operating wages
and benefits were 7.1%, 2.4%, 5.9% and 7.4% respectively



Property taxes and insurance were 2% of total depreciable capital



Straight line depreciation of 8% and 6% of total depreciable capital were used for the
direct plant and allocated plant respectively.
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CASE A (chemical to polymer grade)
Process A1
Operations
Direct Wages and Benefits
Direct Salaries and Benefits
Operating Supplies and Services
Technical Assistance to Manufacturing
Control Laboratory
Total Operations
Maintenance
Wages and Benefits
Salaries and Benefits
Materials and Services
Maintenance Overhead
Total Maintenance
Operating Overhead
General Plant Overhead:
Mechanical Department Services:
Employee Relations Department:
Business Services:
Total Operating Overhead
Property Taxes and Insurance
Property Taxes and Insurance:
Other Annual Expenses
Rental Fees (Office and Laboratory Space):
Licensing Fees:
Miscellaneous:
Total Other Annual Expenses
Total Fixed Costs

$
$

$
$
$
$

Process A2

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
$
$
$880,880

Process A3

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
- $
- $
$880,880

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
$880,880

$457,554
$1,830,216
$91,511
$1,830,216
$4,977,792

$1,830,216
$457,554
$1,830,216
$91,511
$4,209,497

$1,699,982
$424,995
$1,699,982
$84,999
$3,909,958

$251,519
$85,021
$209,009
$262,147
$807,695

$221,873
$74,999
$184,373
$231,248
$712,493

$105,157
$35,546
$72,573
$109,601
$322,877

$961,892

$832,385

$755,547

$ 7,628,259.00

$
$
$

- $
- $
- $
$
$ 6,616,299.00 $

5,869,262.00
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CASE B (refinery to polymer grade)
Process B1
Operations
Direct Wages and Benefits
Direct Salaries and Benefits
Operating Supplies and Services
Technical Assistance to Manufacturing
Control Laboratory
Total Operations
Maintenance
Wages and Benefits
Salaries and Benefits
Materials and Services
Maintenance Overhead
Total Maintenance
Operating Overhead
General Plant Overhead:
Mechanical Department Services:
Employee Relations Department:
Business Services:
Total Operating Overhead
Property Taxes and Insurance
Property Taxes and Insurance:
Other Annual Expenses
Rental Fees (Office and Laboratory Space):
Licensing Fees:
Miscellaneous:
Total Other Annual Expenses
Total Fixed Costs

$
$

$
$
$
$

Process B2
$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
$
$
$880,880

Process B3

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
- $
- $
$880,880

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
$880,880

$3,882,378
$970,595
$3,882,378
$194,119
$8,929,470

$2,952,644
$738,161
$2,952,644
$147,632
$6,791,082

$2,743,145
$685,786
$2,743,145
$137,157
$6,309,233

$404,002
$136,564
$335,720
$421,073
$1,297,359

$321,488
$108,672
$267,152
$335,072
$1,032,385

$302,895
$102,387
$251,702
$315,694
$972,678

$1,725,502

$1,312,286

$1,219,176

$12,833,211

$
$
$
$

$10,016,634

$
$
$
$

$9,381,967
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CASE C (refinery to chemical grade)
Process C1
Operations
Direct Wages and Benefits
Direct Salaries and Benefits
Operating Supplies and Services
Technical Assistance to Manufacturing
Control Laboratory
Total Operations
Maintenance
Wages and Benefits
Salaries and Benefits
Materials and Services
Maintenance Overhead
Total Maintenance
Operating Overhead
General Plant Overhead:
Mechanical Department Services:
Employee Relations Department:
Business Services:
Total Operating Overhead
Property Taxes and Insurance
Property Taxes and Insurance:
Other Annual Expenses
Rental Fees (Office and Laboratory Space):
Licensing Fees:
Miscellaneous:
Total Other Annual Expenses
Total Fixed Costs

$
$

$
$
$
$

Process C2

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
$
$
$880,880

Process C3

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
$
$
$880,880

$728,000
$109,200
$43,680
$880,880

$2,668,905
$667,226
$2,668,905
$133,445
$6,138,481

$3,076,847
$769,212
$3,076,847
$153,842
$7,076,748

$2,225,282
$556,321
$2,225,282
$111,264
$5,118,149

$296,307
$100,160
$246,227
$308,827
$951,519

$332,511
$112,398
$276,312
$346,561
$1,067,783

$256,935
$86,851
$213,509
$267,791
$825,087

$1,186,180

$1,050,636

$989,014

$9,157,061

$
$
$
$

$10,392,899

$
$
$
$

$7,813,131
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Operating Costs Summary
The operating costs of the processes were determined using a number of assumptions.
For all processes (distillation and membrane):


Selling expense was 3.5% of sales



Direct research was 0.1% of sales



Allocated research was 0.01% of sales



Management incentive compensation was 0.5% of sales

For the membrane-only process:


The cost of maintenance is 50% of that of the conventional distillation



The cost of operating overheads is 50% of that of conventional distillation

CASE A (chemical to polymer grade)
CASE A

Process A1

Process A2

Process A3

Selling / Transfer Expenses:

$ 30,960,588 $ 27,558,964 $ 30,548,244

Direct Research:
Allocated Research:
Administrative Expense:

$
884,588 $
787,399 $
872,807
$
88,459 $
78,740 $
87,281
$ 17,691,765 $ 15,747,979 $ 17,456,139

Management Incentive Compensation: $

4,422,941 $

3,936,995 $

4,364,035

Total General Expenses

$ 54,048,341 $ 48,110,076 $ 53,328,505

Raw Materials
Byproducts

$767,078,862 $682,800,280 $766,747,016
$0
$0
$0

Utilities
Total Variable Costs

$6,800,031

$3,643,047

$2,094,041

$ 827,927,234 $ 734,553,404 $ 822,169,562
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Process B (refinery to polymer grade)
CASE B

Process B1

Process B2

Process B3

Selling / Transfer Expenses:
Direct Research:
Allocated Research:
Administrative Expense:
Management Incentive Compensation:

$ 27,657,434 $ 26,952,786 $ 23,102,388
$
790,212 $
770,080 $
770,080
$
79,021 $
77,008 $
77,008
$ 15,804,248 $ 15,401,592 $ 15,401,592
$ 3,951,062 $ 3,850,398 $ 3,850,398

Total General Expenses

$ 48,281,978 $ 47,051,864 $ 43,201,466

Raw Materials
Byproducts
Utilities

$639,216,400 $639,216,400 $639,216,400
$0
$0
$0
$11,895,242 $13,679,329 $14,690,547

Total Variable Costs

$ 699,393,619 $ 699,947,592 $ 697,108,412

Process C (refinery to chemical grade)
CASE C

Process C1

Process C2

Process C3

Selling / Transfer Expenses:
Direct Research:
Allocated Research:
Administrative Expense:
Management Incentive Compensation:

$ 26,952,786 $ 26,952,786 $ 23,102,388
$
770,080 $
770,080 $
770,080
$
77,008 $
77,008 $
77,008
$ 15,401,592 $ 15,401,592 $ 15,401,592
$ 3,850,398 $ 3,850,398 $ 3,850,398

Total General Expenses

$ 47,051,864 $ 47,051,864 $ 43,201,466

Raw Materials
Byproducts
Utilities

$639,216,400 $639,216,400 $639,216,400
$0
$0
$0
$10,604,888 $13,893,924
$9,434,376

Total Variable Costs

$ 696,873,151 $ 700,162,187 $ 691,852,242
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Utilities Summary
The utilities used in the processes considered include low-pressure steam, cooling water and
electricity which were used in the reboilers, condensers and compressors and pumps
respectively. The cost of steam used was $4/MMBTU, 6 cents/KWh and cooling water at 10
cents/Mgal.
In this section, a breakdown of utilities by usage is presented for the distillation-only
(base case), membrane-only and hybrid systems for each of the enrichment scenarios considered.

CASE A
In process A, shown in figure 8, the hybrid process had the greatest energy usage while
the membrane-only system had the least. The main energy load in the distillation system comes
from the reboiler while in the membrane-only system, it is the electricity cost incurred due to
compression of gases that contributes the most to the total utility cost. Steam also contributes
most significantly to the total utility cost of the hybrid system.

Figure 8: Utilities for distillation system, membrane system and hybrid system.
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CASE B
As shown in figure 9, the hybrid process had the greatest energy usage while the
distillation-only process had the least. The main component of the total utility cost in all the three
cases explored comes from the steam utility. This is primarily because of the huge mass flow
rates in this system due to the enormous recycle as well as the huge vapor flow rates in the
column. The flow rates of some streams are on the order of 106 lb/hr.

Figure 9: Utilities for distillation system, membrane system and hybrid system.
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CASE C
Figure 10 shows process C, the hybrid process had the greatest energy usage while the
membrane-only system had the least. Just as in process B, the main component of the total utility
costs in all the three systems explored comes from the steam utility. This is also due to the huge
mass flow rates involved in this process.

Figure 10: Utilities for distillation system, membrane system and hybrid system.
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Profitability Analysis
In this section, the three feed and product purity cases being considered by our company
are discussed. The main assumption used in this analysis is that the price of competing
membrane technology represents the slimmest margins of profit that our company is willing to
tolerate. The team was advised to consider a price of 10 $/ft2 (108 $/m2) for comparison with
similar membranes available commercially. In the following discussion, the current membrane
technology refers to the technology developed by the R&D department and break-even
permeance refers to membrane technology that makes our process yield the price of our
competitors at the specified IRR of the respective base case of the process being examined.

CASE A
The first part of the economic analysis for case A involved a break even analysis for the
conventional C-3 splitter that is fed by the effluent stream of a steam cracker. The current market
price of polymer grade propylene is 0.785 $/lb while the propane feed to the steam cracker is
0.635 $/lb. Based on this prices, the internal rate of return of this process when the enrichment is
performed using a distillation column was determined to be 37%. This represents the base-case
return. In this process, the hybrid system and the membrane-only system were both determined
to be alternatives. The total membrane areas used in these two configurations were 152,000 m2
and 410,000m2 1 respectively.
Subsequently, a sensitivity analysis was carried out on the membrane price and IRR of
these processes and is presented in figure 11. At a price of about 67 $/m2, the membrane only
process has the same IRR of the distillation process while the hybrid system returns a price of
approximately 74 $/m2.
The hybrid system emerged as a very competitive alternative. This is because the hybrid
system provides complementary savings on both capital and energy costs when compared to the
base case. The distillate stream of the hybrid system has a purity of 95 wt%. This means that a
1

This is the total area. This system consisted of two membranes with areas 215,000 m2 and 192,000 m2.
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smaller column can be used for this separation when compared to the distillation-only system
where the distillate composition is 99.5 wt%. In addition, energy savings also arise because this
separation is less energy intensive due to the lower purity requirement in the hybrid system
distillate stream. Astonishingly, this relaxed purity specification led to about a 70% decline in
reboiler energy costs when compared to the distillation-only system. Tremendous energy savings
were achieved by simply relegating the most energy intensive part of this separation (95 wt% to
99.5 wt %) to the membrane.
Lastly, we attempted to find the permeance at which our membrane would give a
breakeven price of 108 $/m2, the price of commercially available polyimide membranes.
Permeance is the most significant factor that affects the area of the membrane needed to perform
a specified separation. We determined that a 1.5 fold increase in the current membrane
permeance at the specified operating conditions of the hybrid system would be sufficient to meet
the current market price.

Figure 11: A sensitivity analysis on the price of the membrane. The membrane-only and hybrid systems are
designed using membrane technology available to our company. The break-even hybrid system is a hypothetical
design to return a membrane price of 108 $/m2 at the IRR of the base case. This represents the design challenge to
our team to meet a market price of commercially available membranes.
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CASE B
The first part of the profitability analysis for case B involved a break even analysis for the
conventional C-3 splitter. The current market price of polymer grade propylene of $0.785 is
sufficient to allow a profitable operation of this process. Correspondingly, the internal rate of
return of the base-case conventional distillation tower was determined to be 37%.
The hybrid system for enrichment of refinery grade propylene to polymer grade
propylene was not considered as a viable alternative. While the hybrid system exhibited reduced
capital costs for the distillation column required, the energy costs were still sizeable. Figure 12
below presents the trade-offs between these various costs for the base-case system (distillation)
and the hybrid system.

Figure 12: Costs for the distillation system and hybrid system

The savings from the capital costs of the hybrid system are offset by the increase in
energy costs. In particular, the most surprising result was that the cost of steam for the the
distillation and the hybrid were similar. The large expected energy savings in the reboiler did not
materialize. This is unlike the hybrid system in case A where the savings from lower steam costs
were more than sufficient to offset the electricity costs of the compressors. The distillate stream
in the hybrid system has a lower concentration of propylene (90wt%) than in the distillation only
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system (99.5wt%). However, a large mass flow rate of distillate is needed in the hybrid system to
ensure that the one pass enrichment of the membrane unit placed on the distillate stream yeilds a
desired product flow rate of 125,830 lb/hr. This additional mass flow rate requirement offsets the
anticipated energy savings from what initially seems to be an easier separation.
Ultimately, the hybrid system was not chosen because even at a membrane price of 0, the
IRR of this alternative process was only 36%. As a result, this process was not considered any
further. Thus, the only other option to be explored was the membrane-only system.
Once again, a sensitivity analysis was carried out on the membrane price and IRR of this
membrane-only process to determine the price at which the membrane could be sold for an IRR
that is at least equal to 37%. This analysis is presented in figure 13. At a price of 52 $/m2, the
membrane only process has the same IRR of the base case. The total area required for the
membrane

only

process

is

480,000

square

meters.

Figure 13: A sensitivity analysis on the price of the membrane. The membrane-only system is designed using
membrane technology available to our company. The break-even membrane-only system is a hypothetical design to
return a membrane price of 108 $/m2 at the IRR of the base case. This represents the design challenge to our team to
meet a market price of commercially available membranes.
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Finally, we also attempted to find the permeance at which our membrane would give a
breakeven price of 108 $/m2, the price of commercially available polyimide membranes. We
determined that a 2 fold increase in the current membrane permeance at the specified operating
conditions of the hybrid system would be sufficient to meet the current market price at an IRR of
37%.
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CASE C
Finally, the analysis of the enrichment process of refinery grade propylene to chemical
grade was carried out in the same fashion as in case B. First, the internal rate of return of the
base-case conventional distillation tower that was determined to be 41%. As expected, this is
higher than the IRR of case B considering that this separation is less challenging, hence less
costly
Likewise, the hybrid system was not given further consideration for use in this process
because the IRR of the process assuming a membrane price of 0 $/m2 returned an IRR of only
34%, much lower than that of the base-case. No further consideration was given to the hybrid as
a viable alternative for reasons similar to those presented for case B.

Figure 14: A sensitivity analysis on the price of the membrane. The membrane-only system is designed
using membrane technology available to our company. The break-even membrane-only system is a
hypothetical design to return a membrane price of 108 $/m2 at the IRR of the base case. This represents
the design challenge to our team to meet a market price of commercially available membranes.
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As shown in figure 14, a sensitivity analysis was carried out on the membrane price. At a
membrane price of 222 $/m2, the membrane-only process returns an acceptable IRR that is equal
to the base-case. The total membrane area required for the membrane only system 153,000m 2.
As in previous cases, a sensitivity analysis was also carried out on the permeance necessary to
yield a price of 108 $/m2. It was determined that this system would still be viable if the
permeance of the membrane were to be reduced by one-half.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of the analysis are summarized in Table 16. The membrane-only separation
processes are suitable to achieve desired product composition for all three cases (case A, case B
and case C). The hybrid system is only viable for case A.
Currently, our potential clients in the propylene/propane separations market space are
experiencing a relatively high internal rate of return (IRR) from the conventional distillation
process. In order for our membrane product to be attractive to these potential clients, the IRR of
the membrane only and/or hybrid process must be higher than that of conventional distillation.
In the Profitability section, an analysis was performed to determine the price of membrane at
which the IRR of the membrane only and hybrid systems would meet the IRR of conventional
distillation for Cases A, B and C. The prices are presented in Table 16.

Table 16: A summary of the profitability analysis and prices of the membrane that would allow
the membrane systems to meet the IRR of conventional distillation.

IRR of Conventional
Distillation that must
be met
Membrane Only
System

Hybrid System

Case A

Case B

Case C

37%

36%

41%

At price of $67/m2,
membrane-only
process meets IRR of
conventional
distillation

At price of $52/m2,
membrane-only
process meets IRR of
conventional
distillation

At price of $222/m2,
membrane-only
process meets IRR of
conventional
distillation

At price of $74/m2,
membrane-only
system to meet IRR of
conventional
distillation

Hybrid system not
viable in terms of
energy costs (see
profitability section)

Hybrid system not
viable in terms of
energy costs (see
profitability section)
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From the profitability analysis, the price of the membrane that our company will charge
was determined to be $47-52/m2. It was necessary to cap our price at the lowest price in Table
16, which was $52/m2. We can only charge one price to our clients, regardless of what process
the company is performing and whether the client is using a membrane-only or hybrid setup.
Furthermore, if we charge a price as high as $222, our membrane product will not be competitive
at the market price of $108/m2. However, if we charge our clients $52/m2, they will only achieve
the same IRR as conventional distillation, which is not a compelling enough reason for a
company to switch over technologies and processes. In the range $47-52/m2, the IRR of our
viable membrane and hybrid systems will exceed the IRR of conventional distillation.
The market price of hollow-fiber membrane ($108/m2) is important to note, because it is
over double the price range of our membrane product. However, the cost to produce membrane
per square meter is unknown, and after speaking with an industrial consultant, Mr. Gary Sawyer,
we came to the conclusion that it is outside of the scope of this project to determine whether
producing and selling this membrane at a price of $47-52/m2 would be profitable to our
company.
We recommend pricing the membrane in the $47-52/m2 range for the membrane
separation processes for case A and case B, however, we do not recommend using a hybrid
system for cases B or C, or a membrane system for case C.

*Process A) Chemical grade (93%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the chemical grade propylene feed
coming from a steam cracker
*Process B) Refinery grade (35%) to chemical grade (93%) propylene, with the refinery grade propylene feed
coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
*Process C) Refinery grade (35%) to polymer grade (99.5%) propylene, with the refinery grade propylene feed
coming from the propane dehydrogenation process
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Other Important Considerations
Exposure Potential
Propylene: The exposure of propylene in workplace has a Threshold Limit Value (TLV) of 500
parts per million (ppm) set by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
(ACGIH). Exposures can be minimized through sound operating disciplines and procedures.
Emissions of propylene in industrial operations should be minimized to avoid the possibility of
fire or asphyxiation. Emissions should also be minimized to comply with environmental
regulations limiting emissions of volatile organics.
Environmental exposure may occur from the combustion of fossil fuels, space heating, losses
from gas plants and etc. The propylene concentration has been determined to be in the range of
0.1-4.8 parts per billion (ppb) in rural air, 4-10.5 ppb in urban air, and 7-260 ppb in industrial air
samples. These concentrations are far below the TLV value of 500 ppm.
Propane: The exposure of propane in workplace is possible during extraction or transfer. It is
manufactured and consumed in closed systems with engineering control, so a thorough training
program for employees are required. Since the working with propane in manufacturing operation
could be exposed during maintenance, appropriate work processes, ventilation, and safety
equipment should be in place to limit unnecessary exposure.
Environmental exposure for propane may occur naturally deep in the earth mixed with natural
gas and oil. . Propane gas released to water or soil would quickly partition into the air and
photodegrade within days.

Health Information
Propylene: As a non- toxic gas under ambient temperature, it does not cause adverse health
effects at low levels typically found in the workplace or in the environment. Propylene is a gas
at normal temperature, and its vapor form does not cause any irritation to human. However, since
propylene is typically stored and transported as a liquefied gas under pressure, its liquid form
may cause frostbite, freeze burns, frostbite and permanent eye damage. Therefore, protective
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clothes, eye protection, and other protective equipments are required to avoid skin contact with
liquid propylene. Inhalation of propylene gas can cause anesthetic effects at very high
concentration (236,000ppm), but inhalation exposure studies show no maternal, prenatal or
developmental toxicity at any tested concentration up to 10,000 ppm. Propylene is not likely to
be mutagenic in human, and it is not likely to cause cancer.
Propane: Propane is nontoxic and insoluble in water, and it liquefies form under pressure. Its
vapor may cause eye irritation experienced as mild discomfort and redness. Its liquid form may
cause a frostbite-type injury with contacting with eyes and skin due to rapid cooling. In poorly
ventilated areas, inhalation of vapor can cause unconsciousness or death due to insufficient
oxygen. Excessive exposure may cause headache, drowsiness, anesthesia, dizziness and
myocardial irritability.

Environmental Information
Propylene: Propylene is not environmental hazardous, so no adverse ecological effects are
expected. Because of its relatively short half-life in the atmosphere and typical low
environmental concentration, propylene has minor contribution to potential global warming, and
its ozone depletion potential can be neglect. Therefore, In the US, Propylene is not listed by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as a hazardous air pollutant (HAP) under the
Clean Air Act (CAA).
Propylene can be degraded in the environment, and it is expected to attach to, or absorbed
significantly by organic matter in soil, sediment and wastewater solids. Modern Industrial plant
emission of Propylene is minimized, and any propylene released to the environment is expected
to dissipate primarily to the air, where propylene will degrade rapidly. However, high
concentration propylene emission will have a flammability concern. So Propylene is considered
a volatile organic compound (VOC) and emissions are regulated at the federal, state, or local
level.
Propane: In the US, Propane is an approved, alternative clean fuel, and it is one of the cleanest
burning of all fossil fuels. When propane is released to surface water or soil, it would rapidly
evaporate and disperse into the atmosphere. Propane is not considered as a greenhouse gas, and it
will be degrade by photodegradation. Liquid propane released to water results in boiling,
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frothing, and rapid generation of vapor, but liquid propane is not classified as dangerous to
aquatic organism. Liquid propane released to soil could result in the formation of ice, which
would evaporate (volatilize) as it warms. Propane has a low bioconcentration potential (tendency
to accumulate in the food chain), and estimated toxicity data indicate that it is moderately toxic
to fish and other aquatic organisms.

Physical Hazard Information
Propylene: Propylene is a flammable liquid and vapor with high vapor pressure. The lower
flammability level for propylene is about 20,000 ppm, and the flash point is -162ºF (108ºC).Liquid propylene may release flammable vapors below ambient temperature and forms a
flammable mixture with air. Propylene vapor are heavier than air, and may travel long distance
to an ignition point or flash back. Therefore, propylene should be handled only with adequate
ventilation and in areas where ignition sources have been removed. Propylene can only be stored
in approved container such as bond and ground container to keep propylene away from flame,
spark and excessive temperature. Empty product container or vessel should be returned to the
Supplier or contact AmeriGas for safe disposal. If flammability levels are reached, evacuate the
area and call emergency response personnel.

Propane: As a flammable liquefied gas under pressure, it should be kept away from heat, spark,
flame and all other ignition sources. Propane should store in a safe, authorized location with
adequate since propane is heavier than air, and can collect in low areas that are without sufficient
ventilation. The containers should never be allowed to reach temperature exceeding 125°F
(52°C). If there is spill of the material, do not attempt to extinguish fire until propane source is
isolated. Dry chemical, CO2, water and fog can be used as extinguishing media to put out fire.
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Appendix A: Problem Statement
Membranes for Olefin Separations
(Recommended by Gary A. Sawyer, Lyondell)
Introduction:
Your company is a major producer of membranes used in water purification, natural gas purification, and
carbon dioxide removal. Your R&D department has developed membranes for a new market application,
that of olefin/paraffin separation. You have been charged with doing a market penetration feasibility
study. The market of primary interest is in propylene/propane separation, which is typically done with
conventional distillation.
Conventional Process
Polymer grade propylene (99.5 wt% propylene) is nearly a 70 million metric ton per year global business,
and is expected to grow at 5%/yr. To meet demand, new capacity will be based on steam cracker
technology or propane dehydrogenation technology, both of which separate propylene from a mixture of
propylene and propane in a distillation operation known as a “C3 Splitter”. The steam cracker feed to the
C3 splitter could also be sold as “chemical grade propylene”. The table below shows typical feed rates
and compositions for the C3 splitter in a world-scale plant of each technology.

C3 Splitter Sizing Basis

Table 1
Product Rate, Tons/yr

Steam Cracker
Propane Dehydrogenation

600
500

Feed Wt%
Propylene / Propane

Feed Condition

93% / 7%
35% / 65%

80ºF, 275 psig
150ºF, 450 psig

Membranes
Separation of hydrocarbon gases using membrane technology represents an attractive energy-saving
opportunity for modern petrochemical facilities. Membrane technology can be more energy efficient for
difficult separations than distillation columns requiring high internal reflux. Traditional membranes
operate on a principle of size selectivity and allow smaller molecules to permeate through the membrane
leaving larger molecules behind. In engineering terms, membranes operate on the principle that the flux
rate (mass flow rate per unit area) across the membrane of individual chemical species in a mixture
depends on the type of membrane and the pressure driving force.
Your R&D department has developed a novel membrane that has the potential to separate propylene and
propane. These results have only been verified at the laboratory scale and the base-case results are
contained in the table below.

Temperature (oC)

100
65
35

Table 2: Membrane Data (Hayashi, 1996)
Selectivity
Propylene Permeance
(propylene/propane)
(g-mol•m-2•s-1•Pa-1)
33
38
46

2.9 x 10-9
1.5 x 10-9
7.9 x 10-10

Design Requirements
a. Design processes to meet chemical-grade and polymer-grade purity for the two sizing bases
above (Table 1). This may incorporate a hybrid system using conventional distillation and
membrane technology.
b. Design processes to meet chemical-grade and polymer-grade purity and optimize the operating
conditions to maximize profit for the membrane separation process. Compare capital and energy
costs of your design to conventional distillation.
c. Determine the membrane price ($/ft2) to charge in order to make the membrane process an
attractive investment for the end-user. The life time of a membrane is 2-5 years.
d. Compare your price to commercially available membranes. Do a sensitivity analysis on
membrane performance (flux rates and selectivity) as they would affect this market entry price,
which will be used to develop targets for the commercial membrane product.
e. Determine how your membranes might be used in an existing conventional distillation unit as a
capacity debottleneck.
Utilities

Steam
Electricity
Cooling water
Propane
Chemical grade propylene
Polymer grade propylene (steam cracker)
Polymer grade propylene (propane dehydrogenation)

cost
$8/MMBTU
6 ¢/kWhr
10 ¢/Mgal
0.635 $/lb
0.765 $/lb
0.84 $/lb
0.785 $/lb
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Appendix B: Detailed Design Calculations:
Permeate

Ff
ZA
Pf

Fp
YA
Pp

membrane

Feed

Retentate

Propylene
Propane
Feed flow rate
Permeate flow rate
Retentate flow rate
Permeate propylene composition
Retentate propylene composition
Permeate pressure
Retentate pressure
Selectivity
Permeability of propylene
Permeability of propane

Fr
XA
Pr

Symbol
A
B
Ff
Fp
Fr
YA
XA
Pp
Pr
S
PermA
PermB
Equation 1
Equation 2
Equation 3

Plug equation 3 into equation 2 and rearrange as a function Fp = (XA, YA)

Equation A

Equation B

Do mass balance on the total flow rate and propylene:
Equation C
Equation D
Equate Equation A and B, we have:
Equation E
Where

Thus Equation E can be rewritten as a quadratic equation (Equation F) in YA, and the positive root was
the value that is meaningful.
=0

Equation F

With a value of XA, we know YA , hence we can solve Equation C and D.
Equation G
Equation H
So the area of the membrane can be calculated using the following equation:
Equation I

Appendix C: PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS WORKSHEET FOR THE
BASE CASES
Process A (Chemical to polymer grade using distillation)
General Information
Process Title:
Product:
Plant Site Location:
Site Factor:
Operating Hours per Year:
Operating Days Per Year:
Operating Factor:

Chemical to polymer grade
Polymer grade propylene
Philadelphia
1.00
8000
333
0.9132

Product Information
This Process will Yield
140,858
3,380,592
1,126,864,000
Price

$0.79

lb of polymer grade propylene per hour
lb of polymer grade propylene per day
lb of polymer grade propylene per year
/lb

Chronology
Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Action
Design
Construction
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

Distribution of
Permanent Investment
100%
0%
0%
0%

Production
Capacity
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
75.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Depreciation
5 year MACRS

20.00%
32.00%
19.20%
11.52%
11.52%
5.76%

Product Price

$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79

Cash Flow Summary
Year

Sales

Capital Costs

2012

-

2013

-

Working Capital

(53,866,000.00)

Var Costs

(12,091,300.00)

Fixed Costs

Depreciation

Taxes

Net Earnings

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Cash Flow

Cumulative Net Present
Value at 8%

-

-

(65,957,300.00)

(61,071,500.00)

2014

442,294,100.00

-

(6,045,600.00)

(413,963,600.00)

(7,628,300.00)

(9,618,900.00)

(4,100,800.00)

6,982,500.00

10,555,800.00

(52,021,700.00)

2015

663,441,200.00

-

(6,045,600.00)

(620,945,400.00)

(7,628,300.00)

(15,390,300.00)

(7,206,600.00)

12,270,600.00

21,615,300.00

(34,862,700.00)

2016

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

(9,234,200.00)

(14,725,500.00)

25,073,100.00

34,307,300.00

(9,645,900.00)

2017

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

(5,540,500.00)

(16,092,100.00)

27,400,100.00

32,940,600.00

12,772,900.00

2018

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

(5,540,500.00)

(16,092,100.00)

27,400,100.00

32,940,600.00

33,531,100.00

2019

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

(2,770,200.00)

(17,117,100.00)

29,145,400.00

31,915,600.00

52,153,600.00

2020

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

68,842,800.00

2021

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

84,295,800.00

2022

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

98,604,200.00

2023

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

111,852,600.00

2024

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

124,119,700.00

2025

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

135,478,100.00

2026

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

145,995,200.00

2027

884,588,200.00

-

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

30,890,600.00

155,733,200.00

2028

884,588,200.00

-

(827,927,200.00)

(7,628,300.00)

-

(18,142,100.00)

30,890,600.00

55,073,200.00

171,808,600.00

24,182,600.00

Profitability Measures
The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for this project is
The Net Present Value (NPV) of this project in 2012 is

ROI Analysis (Third Production Year)
Annual Sales
Annual Costs
Depreciation
Income Tax
Net Earnings
Total Capital Investment
ROI

884,588,240
(835,555,494)
(4,309,277)
(16,547,684)
28,175,786
78,048,538
36.10%

36.86%
$ 171,808,600

Process B (Refinery to chemical grade using distillation)
General Information
Process Title:
Product:
Plant Site Location:
Site Factor:
Operating Hours per Year:
Operating Days Per Year:
Operating Factor:

Refinery to chemical grade
Polymer grade propylene
Philadelphia
1.00
8000
333
0.9132

Product Information
This Process will Yield
125,830
3,019,920
1,006,640,000
Price

$0.77

lb of polymer grade propylene per hour
lb of polymer grade propylene per day
lb of polymer grade propylene per year
/lb

Chronology
Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Action
Design
Construction
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

Distribution of
Permanent Investment
100%
0%
0%
0%

Production
Capacity
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
75.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Depreciation
5 year MACRS

20.00%
32.00%
19.20%
11.52%
11.52%
5.76%

Product Price

$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77
$0.77

Cash Flow Summary
Year

Sales

Capital Costs

2012

-

2013

-

Working Capital

(66,426,100.00)

Var Costs

(11,725,100.00)

Fixed Costs

Depreciation

Taxes

Net Earnings

Cash Flow

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Cumulative Net Present
Value at 8%

-

-

(78,151,200.00)

(72,362,200.00)

2014

385,039,800.00

-

(5,862,600.00)

(348,436,600.00)

(9,157,100.00)

(11,861,800.00)

(5,766,200.00)

9,818,100.00

15,817,400.00

(58,801,400.00)

2015

577,559,700.00

-

(5,862,600.00)

(522,654,900.00)

(9,157,100.00)

(18,978,900.00)

(9,904,500.00)

16,864,400.00

29,980,700.00

(35,001,700.00)

2016

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

(11,387,300.00)

(19,485,000.00)

33,177,100.00

44,564,400.00

(2,245,600.00)

2017

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

(6,832,400.00)

(21,170,300.00)

36,046,700.00

42,879,100.00

26,937,200.00

2018

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

(6,832,400.00)

(21,170,300.00)

36,046,700.00

42,879,100.00

53,958,300.00

2019

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

(3,416,200.00)

(22,434,300.00)

38,198,900.00

41,615,100.00

78,240,400.00

2020

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

100,040,800.00

2021

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

120,226,400.00

2022

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

138,916,800.00

2023

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

156,222,700.00

2024

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

172,246,700.00

2025

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

187,083,700.00

2026

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

200,821,700.00

2027

770,079,600.00

-

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

40,351,100.00

213,542,000.00

2028

770,079,600.00

-

(696,873,200.00)

(9,157,100.00)

-

(23,698,300.00)

40,351,100.00

63,801,400.00

232,165,100.00

23,450,300.00

Profitability Measures
The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for this project is
The Net Present Value (NPV) of this project in 2012 is

ROI Analysis (Third Production Year)
Annual Sales
Annual Costs
Depreciation
Income Tax
Net Earnings
Total Capital Investment
ROI

770,079,600
(706,030,212)
(5,314,086)
(21,732,062)
37,003,240
89,876,376
41.17%

40.99%
$ 232,165,100

Process C (Refinery to polymer grade using distillation)
General Information
Process Title:
Product:
Plant Site Location:
Site Factor:
Operating Hours per Year:
Operating Days Per Year:
Operating Factor:

Refinery to polymer grade
Polymer grade propylene
Philadelphia
1.00
8000
333
0.9132

Product Information
This Process will Yield
125,830
3,019,920
1,006,640,000
Price

$0.79

lb of polymer grade propylene per hour
lb of polymer grade propylene per day
lb of polymer grade propylene per year
/lb

Chronology
Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028

Action
Design
Construction
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production
Production

Distribution of
Permanent Investment
100%
0%
0%
0%

Production
Capacity
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
75.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Depreciation
5 year MACRS

20.00%
32.00%
19.20%
11.52%
11.52%
5.76%

Product Price

$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79
$0.79

Cash Flow Summary
Year

Sales

2012

-

2013

-

2014

395,106,200

2015

592,659,300

Capital Costs

Working Capital

Var Costs

Fixed Costs

Depreciation

Taxes

Net Earnings

Cash Flow

Cumulative Net Present
Value at 8%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(96,628,100)

(12,813,900)

-

-

-

-

-

(109,442,000)

(101,335,200)

-

(6,407,000)

(349,696,800)

(12,833,200)

(17,255,000)

(5,668,800)

9,652,300

20,500,400

(83,759,400)

-

(6,407,000)

(524,545,200)

(12,833,200)

(27,608,000)

(10,239,000)

17,433,900

38,635,000

(53,089,700)

2016

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

(16,564,800)

(22,725,700)

38,695,100

55,259,900

(12,472,100)

2017

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

(9,938,900)

(25,177,300)

42,869,400

52,808,300

23,468,400

2018

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

(9,938,900)

(25,177,300)

42,869,400

52,808,300

56,746,600

2019

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

(4,969,400)

(27,016,000)

46,000,200

50,969,600

86,486,800

2020

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

113,030,700

2021

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

137,608,400

2022

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

160,365,500

2023

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

181,436,900

2024

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

200,947,500

2025

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

219,012,800

2026

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

235,740,000

2027

790,212,400

-

-

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

49,130,900

251,228,100

2028

790,212,400

-

25,627,800

(699,393,600)

(12,833,200)

-

(28,854,700)

49,130,900

74,758,700

273,049,500

Profitability Measures
The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for this project is
The Net Present Value (NPV) of this project in 2012 is

ROI Analysis (Third Production Year)
Annual Sales
Annual Costs
Depreciation
Income Tax
Net Earnings
Total Capital Investment
ROI

790,212,400
(712,226,831)
(7,730,247)
(25,994,469)
44,260,853
122,255,919
36.20%

37.11%
$ 273,049,500

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
Propane

MSDS No. 6182

EMERGENCY OVERVIEW
DANGER!
EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE GAS - MAY CAUSE FLASH FIRE OR
EXPLOSION! COMPRESSED GAS

NFPA 704 (Section 16)

High concentrations may exclude oxygen and cause dizziness and suffocation. Contact with liquid or
cold vapor may cause frostbite or freeze burn.

1.

CHEMICAL PRODUCT and COMPANY INFORMATION
Hess Corporation
1 Hess Plaza
Woodbridge, NJ 07095-0961

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER (24 hrs):
COMPANY CONTACT (business hours):
MSDS (Environment, Health, Safety) Internet Website

)

CHEMTREC (800)424-9300
Corporate Safety (732)750-6000
www.hess.com

SYNONYMS: Dimethylmethane; Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG); Sales Propane
See Section 16 for abbreviations and acronyms.
2.

COMPOSITION and INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS *
INGREDIENT NAME (CAS No.)

Propane (74-98-6)
Propylene (115-07-1)
Ethane (74-84-0)
Mixed hydrocarbons [butane (C4) and higher]

CONCENTRATION PERCENT BY WEIGHT

70 min.
30 max.
<2
< 2.5

Light gases from distilled and catalytically-cracked petroleum oil consisting of hydrocarbons having
carbon numbers in the range of C3 through C4, predominantly propane and propylene. This MSDS
describes Propane, C3H8; other constituents exhibit similar hazards - significant differences are noted as
appropriate. Odorized with trace amounts of odorant (typically well below 0.1% ethyl mercaptan).
3.

HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

EYES
Vapors are not irritating. However, contact with liquid or cold vapor may cause frostbite, freeze burns,
and permanent eye damage
SKIN
Vapors are not irritating. Direct contact to skin or mucous membranes with liquefied product or cold
vapor may cause freeze burns and frostbite. Ingestion is unlikely. Contact to mucous membranes with
liquefied product may cause frostbite and freeze burns. Signs of frostbite include a change in the color of
the skin to gray or white, possibly followed by blistering. Skin may become inflamed and painful.
INGESTION
Ingestion is unlikely. Contact with mucous membranes with liquefied product may cause frostbite and
freeze burns.
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INHALATION
This product is considered to be non-toxic by inhalation. Inhalation of high concentrations may cause
central nervous system depression such as dizziness, drowsiness, headache, and similar narcotic
symptoms, but no long-term effects. Numbness, a "chilly" feeling, and vomiting have been reported from
accidental exposures to high concentrations.
This product is a simple asphyxiant. In high concentrations it will displace oxygen from the breathing
atmosphere, particularly in confined spaces. Signs of asphyxiation will be noticed when oxygen is
reduced to below 16%, and may occur in several stages. Symptoms may include rapid breathing and
pulse rate, headache, dizziness, visual disturbances, mental confusion, incoordination, mood changes,
muscular weakness, tremors, cyanosis, narcosis and numbness of the extremities. Unconsciousness
leading to central nervous system injury and possibly death will occur when the atmospheric oxygen
concentration is reduced to about 6% to 8% or less.
WARNING: The burning of any hydrocarbon as a fuel in an area without adequate ventilation may result
in hazardous levels of combustion products, including carbon monoxide, and inadequate oxygen levels,
which may cause unconsciousness, suffocation, and death.
CHRONIC and CARCINOGENICITY
None expected - see Section 11.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE
Individuals with pre-existing conditions of the heart, lungs, and blood may have increased susceptibility to
symptoms of asphxia (lack of oxygen).
4.
FIRST AID MEASURES
EYES
In case of contact with eyes, immediately flush with clean, low-pressure water for at least 15 min. Hold
eyelids open to ensure adequate flushing. Seek medical attention.
SKIN
Remove contaminated clothing. Wash contaminated areas thoroughly with soap and water or waterless
hand cleanser. Obtain medical attention if irritation or redness develops.
INGESTION
Risk of ingestion is extremely low. However, in cases of ingestion or oral exposure, seek immediate
medical attention.
INHALATION
Remove person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, provide artificial respiration. If necessary, provide
additional oxygen once breathing is restored if trained to do so. Seek medical attention immediately.
5.
FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES
FLAMMABLE PROPERTIES:
FLASH POINT:
AUTOIGNITION POINT:
OSHA/NFPA FLAMMABILITY CLASS:
LOWER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT (%):
UPPER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT (%): 9.5

-156 oF (-104 oC)
842 oF (450 oC)
FLAMMABLE GAS
2.1

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS
Liquid releases flammable vapors at well below ambient temperatures and readily forms a flammable
mixture with air. Dangerous fire and explosion hazard when exposed to heat, sparks or flame. Vapors
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are heavier than air and may travel long distances to a point of ignition and flash back. Container may
explode in heat or fire. Runoff to sewer may cause fire or explosion hazard.
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
Dry chemical, carbon dioxide, Halon or water. However, fire should not be extinguished unless flow of
gas can be immediately stopped.
FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS
Gas fires should not be extinguished unless flow of gas can be immediately stopped. Shut off gas source
and allow gas to burn out. If spill or leak has not ignited, determine if water spray may assist in
dispersing gas or vapor to protect personnel attempting to stop leak.
Use water to cool equipment, surfaces and containers exposed to fire and excessive heat. For large fire
the use of unmanned hose holders or monitor nozzles may be advantageous to further minimize
personnel exposure.
Isolate area, particularly around ends of storage vessels. Let vessel, tank car or container burn unless
leak can be stopped. Withdraw immediately in the event of a rising sound from a venting safety device.
Large fires typically require specially trained personnel and equipment to isolate and extinguish the fire.
Firefighting activities that may result in potential exposure to high heat, smoke or toxic by-products of
combustion should require NIOSH/MSHA- approved pressure-demand self-contained breathing
apparatus with full facepiece and full protective clothing.
See Section 16 for the NFPA Hazard Rating.
6.
ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
ACTIVATE FACILITY SPILL CONTINGENCY or EMERGENCY PLAN.
Evacuate nonessential personnel and secure all ignition sources. No road flares, smoking or flames in
hazard area. Consider wind direction, stay upwind and uphill, if possible. Evaluate the direction of
product travel. Vapor cloud may be white, but color will dissipate as cloud disperses - fire and explosion
hazard is still present!
Stop the source of the release, if safe to do so. Do not flush down sewer or drainage systems. Do not
touch spilled liquid (frostbite/freeze burn hazard!). Consider the use of water spray to disperse vapors.
Isolate the area until gas has dispersed. Ventilate and gas test area before entering.
7.
HANDLING and STORAGE
HANDLING PRECAUTIONS
Keep away from flame, sparks and excessive temperatures. Use only in well ventilated areas. See also
applicable OSHA regulations for the handling and storage of this product, including, but not limited to, 29
CFR 1910.110 Storage and Handling of Liquefied Petroleum Gases.
STORAGE PRECAUTIONS
Store only in approved containers. Bond and ground containers. Keep away from flame, sparks,
excessive temperatures and open flame. Keep containers closed and clearly labeled. Empty product
containers or vessels may contain explosive vapors. Do not pressurize, cut, heat, weld or expose such
containers to sources of ignition.
Store in a well-ventilated area and in accordance with NFPA 58 “Liquefied Petroleum Gas Code.”
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8.
EXPOSURE CONTROLS and PERSONAL PROTECTION
EXPOSURE LIMITS
Component (CAS No.)
Source

Propane (74-98-6)
Propylene (115-07-1)
Ethane (74-84-0)
Mixed hydrocarbons [butane (C4) and
higher]

OSHA
ACGIH
OSHA
ACGIH
OSHA
ACGIH
OSHA
ACGIH

TWA
(ppm)

Note

1000
1000
None established by OSHA
500 ppm; A4; Simple asphyxiant
None established by OSHA or ACGIH
Simple asphyxiant
N/A - Limits above will predominate

ENGINEERING CONTROLS
Use adequate ventilation to keep gas and vapor concentrations of this product below occupational
exposure and flammability limits, particularly in confined spaces. Use explosion-proof equipment and
lighting in classified/controlled areas.
EYE/FACE PROTECTION
Where there is a possibility of liquid contact, wear splash-proof safety goggles and faceshield.
SKIN PROTECTION
Where contact with liquid may occur, wear apron, faceshield, and cold-impervious, insulating gloves.
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
Use a NIOSH/MSHA approved positive-pressure, supplied air respirator with escape bottle or selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) for gas concentrations above occupational exposure limits, for
potential for uncontrolled release, if exposure levels are not known, or in an oxygen-deficient atmosphere.
CAUTION: Flammability limits (i.e., explosion hazard) should be considered when assessing the need to
expose personnel to concentrations requiring respiratory protection.
Refer to OSHA 29 CFR 1910.134, ANSI Z88.2-1992, NIOSH Respirator Decision Logic, and the
manufacturer for additional guidance on respiratory protection selection.
9.
PHYSICAL and CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
APPEARANCE
Colorless gas. Cold vapor cloud may be white but the lack of visible gas cloud does not indicate absence
of gas. A colorless liquid under pressure.
ODOR
Odorless when pure, but may have a “natural gas” type odor when treated with odorizing agent (usually
ethyl mercaptan).
BASIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
BOILING POINT:
-43.8 oF (-42.1 oC)
VAPOR PRESSURE:
109.73 psig @ 70 oF (21.1 oC)
VAPOR DENSITY (air = 1):
1.56 @ 32 oF (0 oC)
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H2O = 1): 0.531 @ 32 oF (0 oC)
slight (62.4 ppm) @ 77 oF (25 oC)
SOLUBILITY (H2O):
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10.
STABILITY and REACTIVITY
STABILITY:
Stable. Hazardous polymerization will not occur.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID and INCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS
Keep away from strong oxidizers, ignition sources and heat. Explosion hazard when exposed to chlorine
dioxide. Heating barium peroxide with propane causes violent exothermic reaction. Heated chlorinepropane mixtures are explosive under some conditions.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS
Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and non-combusted hydrocarbons (smoke).
11.
TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
ACUTE TOXICITY
Propane exhibits some degree of anesthetic action and is mildly irritating to the mucous membranes. At
high concentrations propane acts as a simple asphyxiant without other significant physiological effects.
High concentrations may cause death due to oxygen depletion.
CARCINOGENICITY
Carcinogenicity: OSHA:

NO

IARC: NO

NTP:

NO

ACGIH: NO

12.
ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Liquid release is only expected to cause localized, non-persistent environmental damage, such as
freezing. Biodegradation of this product may occur in soil and water. Volatilization is expected to be the
most important removal process in soil and water. This product is expected to exist entirely in the vapor
phase in ambient air.
13.
DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consult federal, state and local waste regulations to determine appropriate waste characterization of
material and allowable disposal methods.
14.
TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
PROPER SHIPPING NAME:
Propane
HAZARD CLASS:
2.1
DOT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:
UN 1978
DOT SHIPPING LABEL:
FLAMMABLE GAS

PROPER SHIPPING NAME:
HAZARD CLASS:
DOT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:
DOT SHIPPING LABEL:

Placard:

Petroleum Gas, Liquefied
2.1
UN 1075
FLAMMABLE GAS

15.
REGULATORY INFORMATION
(rev. Oct-07)
U.S. FEDERAL, STATE, and LOCAL REGULATORY INFORMATION
This product and its constituents listed herein are on the EPA TSCA Inventory. Any spill or uncontrolled
release of this product, including any substantial threat of release, may be subject to federal, state and/or
local reporting requirements. This product and/or its constituents may also be subject to other federal,
state, or local regulations; consult those regulations applicable to your facility/operation.
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CLEAN WATER ACT (OIL SPILLS)
Any spill or release of this product to "navigable waters" (essentially any surface water, including certain
wetlands) or adjoining shorelines sufficient to cause a visible sheen or deposit of a sludge or emulsion
must be reported immediately to the National Response Center (1-800-424-8802) as required by U.S.
Federal Law. Also contact appropriate state and local regulatory agencies as required.
CERCLA SECTION 103 and SARA SECTION 304 (RELEASE TO THE ENVIRONMENT)
The CERCLA definition of hazardous substances contains a "petroleum exclusion" clause which exempts
natural gas and synthetic gas usable for fuel and any indigenous components of such from the CERCLA
Section 103 reporting requirements. However, other federal reporting requirements, including SARA
Section 304, may still apply.
SARA SECTION 311/312 - HAZARD CLASSES
ACUTE HEALTH

CHRONIC HEALTH

FIRE

SUDDEN RELEASE OF PRESSURE

REACTIVE

X

X

X

X

--

SARA SECTION 313 - SUPPLIER NOTIFICATION
This product contains the following toxic chemicals subject to the reporting requirements of section 313 of
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA) of 1986 and of 40 CFR 372:
Propylene

INGREDIENT NAME
CAS NUMBER: 115-07-1

CONCENTRATION PERCENT BY VOLUME
30 max.

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 LIST OF CHEMICALS
This product does not contain chemicals that are included on the Proposition 65 “List of Chemicals”
required by the California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986:

CANADIAN REGULATORY INFORMATION (WHMIS)
Class A (Compressed Gas)
Class B, Division 1 (Flammable Gas)

16.

OTHER INFORMATION

NFPA® HAZARD RATING

HEALTH:
FIRE:
REACTIVITY:

1
4
0

Slight
Serious
Minimal

HMIS® HAZARD RATING

HEALTH:
FIRE:
PHYSICAL:

1
4
0

Slight
Serious
Minimal

SUPERSEDES MSDS DATED:
ABBREVIATIONS:
AP = Approximately
N/A = Not Applicable

07/01/06

< = Less than
> = Greater than
N/D = Not Determined ppm = parts per million
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ACRONYMS:
ACGIH American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists
AIHA
American Industrial Hygiene Association
ANSI
American National Standards Institute
(212)642-4900
API
American Petroleum Institute
(202)682-8000
CERCLA Comprehensive Emergency Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act
DOT
U.S. Department of Transportation
[General Info: (800)467-4922]
EPA
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
HMIS
Hazardous Materials Information System
IARC
International Agency For Research On
Cancer
MSHA
Mine Safety and Health Administration
NFPA
National Fire Protection Association
(617)770-3000
NIOSH National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health
NOIC
Notice of Intended Change (proposed
change to ACGIH TLV)

MSDS No. 6182

NTP
OPA
OSHA
PEL
RCRA
REL
SARA
SCBA
SPCC
STEL
TLV
TSCA
TWA
WEEL
WHMIS

National Toxicology Program
Oil Pollution Act of 1990
U.S. Occupational Safety & Health
Administration
Permissible Exposure Limit (OSHA)
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Recommended Exposure Limit (NIOSH)
Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986 Title III
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
Spill Prevention, Control, and
Countermeasures
Short-Term Exposure Limit (generally 15
minutes)
Threshold Limit Value (ACGIH)
Toxic Substances Control Act
Time Weighted Average (8 hr.)
Workplace Environmental Exposure
Level (AIHA)
Workplace Hazardous Materials
Information System (Canada)

DISCLAIMER OF EXPRESSED AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES
Information presented herein has been compiled from sources considered to be dependable, and is accurate and reliable to the best
of our knowledge and belief, but is not guaranteed to be so. Since conditions of use are beyond our control, we make no warranties,
expressed or implied, except those that may be contained in our written contract of sale or acknowledgment.
Vendor assumes no responsibility for injury to vendee or third persons proximately caused by the material if reasonable safety
procedures are not adhered to as stipulated in the data sheet. Additionally, vendor assumes no responsibility for injury to vendee or
third persons proximately caused by abnormal use of the material, even if reasonable safety procedures are followed. Furthermore,
vendee assumes the risk in their use of the material.
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EMERGENCY OVERVIEW
DANGER!
EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE GAS - MAY CAUSE FLASH FIRE OR
EXPLOSION! COMPRESSED GAS
NFPA 704 (Section 16)

High concentrations may exclude oxygen and cause dizziness and suffocation. Contact with liquid or
cold vapor may cause frostbite or freeze burn.

1.

CHEMICAL PRODUCT and COMPANY INFORMATION
Hess Corporation
1 Hess Plaza
Woodbridge, NJ 07095-0961

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER (24 hrs):
COMPANY CONTACT (business hours):
MSDS (Environment, Health, Safety) Internet Website

CHEMTREC (800)424-9300
Corporate Safety (732)750-6000
www.hess.com

SYNONYMS: Propane/Propylene (P/P)
See Section 16 for abbreviations and acronyms.
2.

COMPOSITION and INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS *
INGREDIENT NAME (CAS No.)

Propylene (115-07-1)
Propane (74-98-6)

CONCENTRATION PERCENT BY WEIGHT

> 75
< 25

Light gases from distilled and catalytically-cracked petroleum oil consisting of hydrocarbons,
predominantly propylene (C3H6) and propane (C3H8).
3.

HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION

EYES
Vapors are not irritating. However, contact with liquid or cold vapor may cause frostbite, freeze burns,
and permanent eye damage
SKIN
Vapors are not irritating. Direct contact to skin or mucous membranes with liquefied product or cold
vapor may cause freeze burns and frostbite. Ingestion is unlikely. Contact to mucous membranes with
liquefied product may cause frostbite and freeze burns. Signs of frostbite include a change in the color of
the skin to gray or white, possibly followed by blistering. Skin may become inflamed and painful.
INGESTION
Ingestion is unlikely. Contact with mucous membranes with liquefied product may cause frostbite and
freeze burns.
INHALATION
This product is considered to be non-toxic by inhalation. Inhalation of high concentrations may cause
central nervous system depression such as dizziness, drowsiness, headache, and similar narcotic
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symptoms, but no long-term effects. Numbness, a "chilly" feeling, and vomiting have been reported from
accidental exposures to high concentrations.
This product is a simple asphyxiant. In high concentrations it will displace oxygen from the breathing
atmosphere, particularly in confined spaces. Signs of asphyxiation will be noticed when oxygen is
reduced to below 16%, and may occur in several stages. Symptoms may include rapid breathing and
pulse rate, headache, dizziness, visual disturbances, mental confusion, incoordination, mood changes,
muscular weakness, tremors, cyanosis, narcosis and numbness of the extremities. Unconsciousness
leading to central nervous system injury and possibly death will occur when the atmospheric oxygen
concentration is reduced to about 6% to 8% or less.
WARNING: The burning of any hydrocarbon as a fuel in an area without adequate ventilation may result
in hazardous levels of combustion products, including carbon monoxide, and inadequate oxygen levels,
which may cause unconsciousness, suffocation, and death.
CHRONIC and CARCINOGENICITY
None expected - see Section 11.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE
Individuals with pre-existing conditions of the heart, lungs, and blood may have increased susceptibility to
symptoms of asphxia (lack of oxygen).
4.
FIRST AID MEASURES
EYES
In case of contact with eyes, immediately flush with clean, low-pressure water for at least 15 min. Hold
eyelids open to ensure adequate flushing. Seek medical attention.
SKIN
Remove contaminated clothing. Wash contaminated areas thoroughly with soap and water or waterless
hand cleanser. Obtain medical attention if irritation or redness develops.
INGESTION
Risk of ingestion is extremely low. However, in cases of ingestion or oral exposure, seek immediate
medical attention.
INHALATION
Remove person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, provide artificial respiration. If necessary, provide
additional oxygen once breathing is restored if trained to do so. Seek medical attention immediately.
5.
FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES
FLAMMABLE PROPERTIES:
FLASH POINT:
AUTOIGNITION POINT:
OSHA/NFPA FLAMMABILITY CLASS:
LOWER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT (%):
UPPER EXPLOSIVE LIMIT (%):

Propane
-156 oF (-104 oC)
842 oF (450 oC)
FLAMMABLE GAS
2.1
9.5

Propylene
-162 oF (-108 oC)
927 oF (497 oC)
FLAMMABLE GAS
2.0
11.1

FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS
Liquid releases flammable vapors at well below ambient temperatures and readily forms a flammable
mixture with air. Dangerous fire and explosion hazard when exposed to heat, sparks or flame. Vapors
are heavier than air and may travel long distances to a point of ignition and flash back. Container may
explode in heat or fire. Runoff to sewer may cause fire or explosion hazard.
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EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
Dry chemical, carbon dioxide, Halon or water. However, fire should not be extinguished unless flow of
gas can be immediately stopped.
FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS
Gas fires should not be extinguished unless flow of gas can be immediately stopped. Shut off gas source
and allow gas to burn out. If spill or leak has not ignited, determine if water spray may assist in
dispersing gas or vapor to protect personnel attempting to stop leak.
Use water to cool equipment, surfaces and containers exposed to fire and excessive heat. For large fire
the use of unmanned hose holders or monitor nozzles may be advantageous to further minimize
personnel exposure.
Isolate area, particularly around ends of storage vessels. Let vessel, tank car or container burn unless
leak can be stopped. Withdraw immediately in the event of a rising sound from a venting safety device.
Large fires typically require specially trained personnel and equipment to isolate and extinguish the fire.
Firefighting activities that may result in potential exposure to high heat, smoke or toxic by-products of
combustion should require NIOSH/MSHA- approved pressure-demand self-contained breathing
apparatus with full facepiece and full protective clothing.
See Section 16 for the NFPA Hazard Rating.
6.
ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
ACTIVATE FACILITY SPILL CONTINGENCY or EMERGENCY PLAN.
Evacuate nonessential personnel and secure all ignition sources. No road flares, smoking or flames in
hazard area. Consider wind direction, stay upwind and uphill, if possible. Evaluate the direction of
product travel. Vapor cloud may be white, but color will dissipate as cloud disperses - fire and explosion
hazard is still present!
Stop the source of the release, if safe to do so. Do not flush down sewer or drainage systems. Do not
touch spilled liquid (frostbite/freeze burn hazard!). Consider the use of water spray to disperse vapors.
Isolate the area until gas has dispersed. Ventilate and gas test area before entering.
7.
HANDLING and STORAGE
HANDLING PRECAUTIONS
Keep away from flame, sparks and excessive temperatures. Use only in well ventilated areas. See also
applicable OSHA regulations for the handling and storage of this product, including, but not limited to, 29
CFR 1910.110 Storage and Handling of Liquefied Petroleum Gases.
STORAGE PRECAUTIONS
Store only in approved containers. Bond and ground containers. Keep away from flame, sparks,
excessive temperatures and open flame. Keep containers closed and clearly labeled. Empty product
containers or vessels may contain explosive vapors. Do not pressurize, cut, heat, weld or expose such
containers to sources of ignition.
Store in a well-ventilated area and in accordance with NFPA 58 “Liquefied Petroleum Gas Code.”
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8.
EXPOSURE CONTROLS and PERSONAL PROTECTION
EXPOSURE LIMITS
Component (CAS No.)
Source

Propylene (115-07-1)
Propane (74-98-6)

OSHA
ACGIH
OSHA
ACGIH

TWA
(ppm)
None established by OSHA or ACGIH
500 ppm; A4; Simple asphyxiant
1000
1000

Note

ENGINEERING CONTROLS
Use adequate ventilation to keep gas and vapor concentrations of this product below occupational
exposure and flammability limits, particularly in confined spaces. Use explosion-proof equipment and
lighting in classified/controlled areas.
EYE/FACE PROTECTION
Where there is a possibility of liquid contact, wear splash-proof safety goggles and faceshield.
SKIN PROTECTION
Where contact with liquid may occur, wear apron, faceshield, and cold-impervious, insulating gloves.
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
Use a NIOSH/MSHA approved positive-pressure, supplied air respirator with escape bottle or selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) for gas concentrations above occupational exposure limits, for
potential for uncontrolled release, if exposure levels are not known, or in an oxygen-deficient atmosphere.
CAUTION: Flammability limits (i.e., explosion hazard) should be considered when assessing the need to
expose personnel to concentrations requiring respiratory protection.
Refer to OSHA 29 CFR 1910.134, ANSI Z88.2-1992, NIOSH Respirator Decision Logic, and the
manufacturer for additional guidance on respiratory protection selection.
9.
PHYSICAL and CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
APPEARANCE
Colorless gas. Cold vapor cloud may be white but the lack of visible gas cloud does not indicate absence
of gas. A colorless liquid under pressure.
ODOR
Odorless
BASIC PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
BOILING POINT:
VAPOR PRESSURE:
VAPOR DENSITY (air = 1):
SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H2O = 1):
SOLUBILITY (H2O):

Propane
-43.8 oF (-42.1 oC)
109.73 psig @ 70 oF (21.1 oC)
1.56 @ 32 oF (0 oC)
0.531 @ 32 oF (0 oC)
slight (62.4 ppm) @ 77 oF (25 oC)

Propylene
-53 oF (-47 oC)
132.81 psig @ 70 oF (21.1 oC)
1.5 @ 32 oF (0 oC)
0.581 @ 32 oF (0 oC)
slight

10.
STABILITY and REACTIVITY
STABILITY:
Stable. Hazardous polymerization will not occur.
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CONDITIONS TO AVOID and INCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS
Keep away from strong oxidizers, ignition sources and heat. Explosion hazard when exposed to chlorine
dioxide. Heating barium peroxide with propane causes violent exothermic reaction. Heated chlorinepropane mixtures are explosive under some conditions.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS
Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and non-combusted hydrocarbons (smoke).
11.
TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
ACUTE TOXICITY
Propane exhibits some degree of anesthetic action and is mildly irritating to the mucous membranes. At
high concentrations propane acts as a simple asphyxiant without other significant physiological effects.
High concentrations may cause death due to oxygen depletion.
CARCINOGENICITY
Carcinogenicity: OSHA:

NO

IARC: NO

NTP:

NO

ACGIH: NO

12.
ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Liquid release is only expected to cause localized, non-persistent environmental damage, such as
freezing. Biodegradation of this product may occur in soil and water. Volatilization is expected to be the
most important removal process in soil and water. This product is expected to exist entirely in the vapor
phase in ambient air.
13.
DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consult federal, state and local waste regulations to determine appropriate waste characterization of
material and allowable disposal methods.
14.

TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
Placard:

PROPER SHIPPING NAME:
HAZARD CLASS:
DOT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:
DOT SHIPPING LABEL:

Petroleum Gas, Liquefied
2.1
UN 1075
FLAMMABLE GAS

15.
REGULATORY INFORMATION
U.S. FEDERAL, STATE, and LOCAL REGULATORY INFORMATION
This product and its constituents listed herein are on the EPA TSCA Inventory. Any spill or uncontrolled
release of this product, including any substantial threat of release, may be subject to federal, state and/or
local reporting requirements. This product and/or its constituents may also be subject to other federal,
state, or local regulations; consult those regulations applicable to your facility/operation.
CLEAN WATER ACT (OIL SPILLS)
Any spill or release of this product to "navigable waters" (essentially any surface water, including certain
wetlands) or adjoining shorelines sufficient to cause a visible sheen or deposit of a sludge or emulsion
must be reported immediately to the National Response Center (1-800-424-8802) as required by U.S.
Federal Law. Also contact appropriate state and local regulatory agencies as required.
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CERCLA SECTION 103 and SARA SECTION 304 (RELEASE TO THE ENVIRONMENT)
The CERCLA definition of hazardous substances contains a "petroleum exclusion" clause which exempts
natural gas and synthetic gas usable for fuel and any indigenous components of such from the CERCLA
Section 103 reporting requirements. However, other federal reporting requirements, including SARA
Section 304, may still apply.
SARA SECTION 311/312 - HAZARD CLASSES
ACUTE HEALTH

CHRONIC HEALTH

FIRE

SUDDEN RELEASE OF PRESSURE

REACTIVE

--

--

X

X

--

SARA SECTION 313 - SUPPLIER NOTIFICATION
This product contains the following toxic chemicals subject to the reporting requirements of section 313 of
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA) of 1986 and of 40 CFR 372:
Propylene

INGREDIENT NAME
CAS NUMBER: 115-07-1

CONCENTRATION PERCENT BY VOLUME
30 max.

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 LIST OF CHEMICALS
This product does not contain chemicals that are included on the Proposition 65 “List of Chemicals”
required by the California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986:
CANADIAN REGULATORY INFORMATION (WHMIS)
Class A (Compressed Gas)
Class B, Division 1 (Flammable Gas)

16.

OTHER INFORMATION

NFPA® HAZARD RATING

HEALTH:
FIRE:
REACTIVITY:

1
4
1

Slight
Serious
Minimal

HMIS® HAZARD RATING

HEALTH:
FIRE:
PHYSICAL:

1
4
1

Slight
Serious
Minimal

SUPERSEDES MSDS DATED:
ABBREVIATIONS:
AP = Approximately
N/A = Not Applicable

07/01/06

< = Less than
> = Greater than
N/D = Not Determined ppm = parts per million

ACRONYMS:
ACGIH American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists
AIHA
American Industrial Hygiene Association
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American National Standards Institute
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CERCLA Comprehensive Emergency Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act
DOT
U.S. Department of Transportation
[General Info: (800)467-4922]
EPA
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
HMIS
Hazardous Materials Information System
IARC
International Agency For Research On
Cancer
MSHA
Mine Safety and Health Administration
NFPA
National Fire Protection Association
(617)770-3000
NIOSH National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health
NOIC
Notice of Intended Change (proposed
change to ACGIH TLV)
NTP
National Toxicology Program
OPA
Oil Pollution Act of 1990
OSHA
U.S. Occupational Safety & Health
Administration

MSDS No. 15026
PEL
RCRA
REL
SARA
SCBA
SPCC
STEL
TLV
TSCA
TWA
WEEL
WHMIS

Permissible Exposure Limit (OSHA)
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Recommended Exposure Limit (NIOSH)
Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986 Title III
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
Spill Prevention, Control, and
Countermeasures
Short-Term Exposure Limit (generally 15
minutes)
Threshold Limit Value (ACGIH)
Toxic Substances Control Act
Time Weighted Average (8 hr.)
Workplace Environmental Exposure
Level (AIHA)
Workplace Hazardous Materials
Information System (Canada)

DISCLAIMER OF EXPRESSED AND IMPLIED WARRANTIES
Information presented herein has been compiled from sources considered to be dependable, and is accurate and reliable to the best
of our knowledge and belief, but is not guaranteed to be so. Since conditions of use are beyond our control, we make no warranties,
expressed or implied, except those that may be contained in our written contract of sale or acknowledgment.
Vendor assumes no responsibility for injury to vendee or third persons proximately caused by the material if reasonable safety
procedures are not adhered to as stipulated in the data sheet. Additionally, vendor assumes no responsibility for injury to vendee or
third persons proximately caused by abnormal use of the material, even if reasonable safety procedures are followed. Furthermore,
vendee assumes the risk in their use of the material.
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Material Safety Data Sheet
Section I – Product Identification
Product Name:
Date of Revision:
Produced By:
Prepared By:
Emergency Phone:
Chemical Name:
Molecular Formula:
Chemical Family:

Water-Vapor Haze Fluid, Regular
10/07/08
CITC
1420 80th St. SW Suite #D
Everett, WA 98203
MSDS Coordinator
CHEM-TEL, INC. 1-800-255-3924
Clean Distilled Food Grade H2O
Water Based
Distilled H20 with trace amount of glycerin, U.S.P.1
Section II – Hazardous Ingredients

No significant hazards for emergency response are known. . This is a fresh dated product. Use before
date is recommended.
Section III – Physical Properties
Boiling Point:
212° F, (100° C)
Melting Point:
N/A
Specific Gravity:
1.0326/ 77° F, (250C) (H2O=1) Vapor Pressure: < 1.0 MMHG @ 68° F (20° C)
Solubility in Water:
Complete
Evaporation Rate (water =1) >1.0):
Less than 0.1
Appearance and Odor: Clear liquid with scant sweet odor.
Section IV – Fire and Explosion Data
Flash Point:
Flammable Limit:
Extinguishing Media:
Special Fire Fighting Procedures:
Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards:

Not Combustible at 275o F (135° C).
Not determined
PMCC
N/A
No Explosion Hazard.

Section V – Health Hazard Data
Threshold Limit Value:
No oral sensitivity levels, LD50, > 50ml/Kg
Emergency and First Aid Procedure: In case of eye contact, may cause slight transient eye irritation,
Cornea injury is unlikely. Rinse with plenty of water for several minutes, keeping eyelids open. Skin:
Essentially non-irritating to the skin. Rinse with water.
Chronic Effect of Overexposure: No long-term effects are known to result from exposure by inhalation
or by skin contact. Exposure Guideline: ACGIH TLV is 20mg/m3. OSHA PEL is
20-mg/m3 total, 10 mg/m3 respirable.
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Section VI – Reactivity Data
Stability: This product is stable under normal conditions. It does not polymerize.
Incompatibility: Avoid contact with strong oxidizing agents.
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Acrolein
Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur.
Conditions to Avoid: Avoid strong oxidizing agent (such as sodium hypochlorite, hypochlorus acid
INHALATION: If heated and/or sprayed, airborne material will probably not cause any upper respiratory
irritation to sensitive people or asthmatics. Avoid directly spraying into face.
Section VII – Spill or Leakage Procedure
Steps to be taken in case material is released or spilled: For small spills, mop up or wash down
to prevent slipping or slickness. For large spills, cover with absorbent material and sweep
into drum. Dike large spills and remove to salvage tanks.
Section VIII – Special Protection Information
Respiratory Protection (Specify Type): None likely to be required unless high concentrations of fog are
prevalent. Haze produced from this liquid, however, has a maximum acceptable level of 3.7 liter/1,000
cubic meters. We have found levels 10x higher still are safe and cause no irritation. Low levels of
exposure are only a guideline and should be used as a self-regulating tool. Some persons with
pulmonary disease or respiratory disabilities react easily to any type of air stimulation. Proper care should
be used to notify the public that fog will be used to allow them time to request to be relocated.
Ventilation:
Local Exhaust:
Good room ventilation is adequate
Mechanical (General): Acceptable
Special:
None
Other:
None
Protective Gloves:
Not required.
Eye Protection:
Safety goggles when handling large quantities.
Other Protective Equipment: Clothing which will reduce skin contact.
Section IX – Special Precautions
Precautions to be taken in handling and storage: Keep tightly closed and at controlled room
temperature, 50°F to 86°F (10° C to 30° C). Keep product in cool, dark area without ultraviolet exposure.
Product has expiration date. Avoid prolonged periods of storage at temperatures below 50° F (10° C), or
above 180° F (82° C).
Other Precautions: Biodegradation under aerobic laboratory conditions is high (BOD20 or
DOD28/ThOD greater than 40%).
Section X – Requirements for Transportation
Proper Shipping Name:
Hazardous Classification:
Identification Number:
Reportable Quantity:
IMCO Class (International Travel):
Additional Labeling:

Water-Vapor Haze Fluid
Not DOT regulated
N/A
None
60
None

While the manufacturer believes that the data contained herein are factual and the opinions expressed
are those of qualified experts regarding the results of the tests conducted, the data are not to be taken as
a warranty or representation for which assumes legal responsibility. They are offered solely for your
consideration, investigation, and verification. Any use of these data and information must be determined
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by the user to be in accordance with applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. The use of
this water-based fluid for any purpose other than to which it has been intended, shall hold the
manufacturer harmless of all or any responsibility.
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